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S^-^Tis the Season 
^ 
Earlier this 
week, campus 
prepared for the 
upcoming 
holidays with a 
week-long 
celebration 
including tree 
lightings, 
holiday 
decorations and 
other special 
Christmas 
►Cool Credits 
Did you know you can take a 
class on campus and get credit 
for eating bugs? It's true. For 
this and other interesting 
classes offered at Eastern turn 
toBl. 
.   N I     ; .nil"-     De       ' I 
Tuition 
increase 
possible 
Board to look at budget, 
prepare for state cuts 
BY CASSONORA KWBY 
Editor 
One of the Board of Regents' 
major tasks Friday when it 
holds its regular quarterly 
meeting will be taking a look at 
Eastern's budget. 
Slated on the Board's agenda 
is a budget amendment that 
could include a possible tuition 
increase for the next two years, 
according to Eastern's 
President Joanne Glasser. 
"We live in difficult times, 
the forecast is not good for 
higher education." Glasser told 
the Faculty Senate Monday. 
The Kentucky Legislature is 
currently addressing the state's 
budget deficit, but has yet to 
come up with an exact number. 
Because there is a deficit, cuts 
must be made in the state's bud- 
get — and because Eastern 
gets a large portion of its money 
from the state, it is likely that 
Eastern, and other colleges and 
universities, will receive less 
money in the years to come. 
Will the cuts be large or 
small? 
Eastern administrators can 
only guess at the moment, but 
according to Glasser. things 
don't look good for higher edu- 
cation. 
The final decision will be k-ft 
up to stale budget makers and 
Governor-elect Ernie Fletcher, 
who Glasser has personally met 
with to discuss protecting edu- 
cation from these cuts. 
It is the expectation that 
higher education will experi- 
ence cuts, however, that has 
Eastern administrators working 
to prepare for those cuts now — 
through tuition increases and 
internal budget reductions. It is 
hoped these preparations will 
soften the blow when the cuts 
actually come. 
Glasser has appointed a bud- 
get council to k>ok at Eastern's 
budget and make tough deci- 
sions about ways the university 
See BOARD. A2 
First split fall 
graduation 
scheduled 
Students got their 
pictures taken for 
free with Santa 
Tuesday at the 
Fountain Food 
Court. Top row, Leah 
Adkins. Alec Alberts. 
Santa, Aksha Adkins 
and Kate Johnston 
and, bottom row, 
Becky Whitehurst, 
Lauren Elliott and 
Jennie Kelly all pose 
for a photo during 
the event. See 
pictures with Santa 
at www.ekucru.org. 
Brooke Shepherd/Progress 
PROGWESS STAFF REPORT  
Eastern's annual fall com- 
mencement will be split into 
two ceremonies for the first 
time. 
Due to the large number of 
degree candidates, 1,022 to be 
exact, there will be a morning 
ceremony, at 10 a.m. for the 
College of Arts & Sciences 
and Business & Technology 
and an afternoon ceremony at 
3 p.m. for the Colleges of 
Education, Health Sciences 
and Justice & Safety. Both 
ceremonies will be held Dec. 
13 in the Alumni Coliseum. 
The honorees include 735 
bachelor's degree candidates, 
175 master's degree candi- 
dates and 112 associate 
degree candidates. 
Dustan McCoy from 
Knoxville, Tenn., president of 
the Brunswick Boat Group, 
the largest boat manufactur- 
ing, marketing and sales orga- 
nization in the world, will 
speak and receive an hon- 
orary doctor of law degree in 
the morning ceremony, 
according to Eastern 
President Joanne Glasser. 
Col. P.K. Keen, assistant com- 
mander of the U.S. Army's 
7th Infantry Division at Fort 
Carson. Colo., will speak and 
receive an honorary doctorate 
of humanities degree in the 
afternoon ceremony. 
Speaking as representa- 
tives of their graduating class 
will be Scott j. Stephens, an 
English major from Greenup. 
and Kotasha Ford, an associ- 
ate degree nursing major 
from Richmond. 
Reach The Process at 
prGgress@eku.euu 
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► Reminder 
Finals begin Wednesday 
and end Tuesday. For the 
complete finals schedule 
turn to page A8. 
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SAT Cloudy/wind 
Sunny 
Student radio station closes 
WXII ends 19-year-history 
due to lack of interest, support 
BY KATIE WEITKAMP 
Managing editor 
It was in December of 
1984 that Eastern first started 
a student-run radio station. 
Next Tuesday, 19 years after 
the start, it will be flipping 
the final switch and going off 
the air. 
WXII, which now broad- 
casts on campus cable chan- 
nel 75, will have its last live 
broadcast tonight starting at 
6 p.m. and will last possibly 
all night, said Jay Mitchell, 
the station manager. 
Doug Rogers, adviser Jo 
the radio station for 17 years, 
said he is sad to see the sta- 
tion close, but does not feel it 
is getting enough support 
financially from the university. 
He decided to resign as 
adviser during the summer: 
he e-mailed students who 
work at the radio station and 
told them they needed to find 
a new adviser to keep the sta- 
tion on the air. 
Rogers said that through- 
out the years with automation 
in radio and consolidation of 
media by about five main cor- 
porations have decreased the 
number of jobs in the radio 
industry. This, he said, has 
stunted the number of stu- 
dents coming to study radio. 
Rogers said students 
worked very hard to find 
another adviser for the radio 
station, but the problem is 
the bottom line. He said as 
adviser he would get a 1/4- 
class load reduction, but that 
didn't begin to cover the time 
or money it takes to have the 
position. 
See CLOSING, A2 Progress File Photo 
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BOARD: State 
may come in 
From Page Al 
projections 
spring 
can generate and save extra dol- 
lars. 
"There (is) not going to be 
money to hind everything — we 
have to make some very serious 
decisions and choices," Glasser 
said. 
However, Glasser told the 
council that she would not com- 
promise on quality and academ- 
ic programming — she said she 
would not accept any recom- 
mendations that would hinder 
these two things at Eastern. 
The council's final recom- 
mendations, which Glasser said 
may include a tuition increase, 
will be presented to the Board 
on Friday. 
In the past two years, 
Eastern has already carved out 
$6 million dollars in internal 
expenses and has taken other 
proactive measures this semes- 
ter to save money. These mea- 
sures include a 7 percent reduc- 
tion in all non-academic operat- 
ing expenses and holding open 
non-academic position vacancies 
for three months before filling 
them. 
Three months of saving is 
three months of saving." 
Glasser said to the Senate. 
Glasser said she suspects 
official cuts from the state will 
come sometime in the spring. 
In other action, the Board 
will be: 
■ Voting to suspend the 
College of Education, specialist 
in education degree. Glasser 
said all students currently 
enrolled in this program will be 
accommodated. 
■ Voting to change the 
approving officer of Eastern's 
alcohol policy from Doug 
Whitlock. who retired, to 
Cheryl Harris, Eastern's univer- 
sity counsel. 
■ Discussing the Berea- 
Eastern ROTC Affiliation 
Agreement, a cross enrollment 
program not unlike those 
Eastern has with other institu- 
tions which are not in a position 
to offer their own ROTC pro- 
gram. 
■Voting on an amendment to 
the Retirement Transition 
Program to make it clear that 
these are part-time assign- 
ments. 
■Voting on parking citation 
revisions. According to Glasser, 
it has been more than 10 years 
since any of Eastern's parking 
fines have been revised and the 
recommendation addresses 
some needed changes. Glasser 
said she could not comment on 
the specifics of those changes, 
or any item the Board is dis- 
cussing or voting on, before the 
actual meeting. 
The Board will meet at 8 a.m. 
on Dec. 4 at the Embassy Suites 
in I^xington. 
CLOSING: Station student workers fight closing till end 
From Page Al 
Reach Cassandra at 
cassondra_kirby8@eku. edu 
Rogers and the radio sta- 
tion contacted Dr. Kolloff. 
director of media services, 
and James Conneely to help 
find a new home and adviser 
for the station, however the 
leads did not pan out. Rogers 
said the university and 
department just don't have 
the manpower or resources to 
keep the station going. 
"Always it came back to 
the same thing, you have to 
have some faculty member or 
some person in authority to 
make the business decisions 
involved in running it and 
that person is not going to do 
that for nothing," Rogers 
said. "I.et me assure you. the 
pay that I've gotten over the 
years doing it. has been mea- 
ger compared to the job." 
"I think the department 
really busted their chops. 
Doug was the first one to find 
some possible people to do 
it." Mitchell said. However, 
he said he and the rest of the 
radio station staff was disap- 
pointed, in the end, with the 
dead-end leads because they 
put three weeks into one pos- 
sibility when they could have 
been working with other 
departments. 
But co-worker Nikole 
Robinson didn't agree. 
"(The communication 
department) made no effort 
to help us," said Robinson, 
who works at WXII.  "We 
ii  
I think (for) the 
university, as far 
as not having a 
student run 
radio station, it's 
a pretty 
important part 
because it adds 
to the diversity 
like they're 
trying to have 
here. 
—Jay Mitchell 
WXII station manager 
yy 
fought it every step of the 
way. I even think Jay asked 
his English teacher to (be the 
adviser)." 
Renee Everett, department 
of communication chair, said 
she is "certainly not happy 
about" the station closing, but 
that it is an "unfortunate" 
trend at many universities. 
"I think (for) the universi- 
ty, as far as not having a stu- 
dent run radio station, it's a 
pretty important part because 
it ads to the diversity like 
they're trying to have here. 
As a result, I know for one I'll 
be. most likely, transferring 
somewhere else. Not really 
for the radio station, but just 
if they don't have enough 
money to keep a radio station 
going, it costs roughly about 
$150 a month, if they don't 
have $150 a month it's just 
not good the fact that (more 
money is going elsewhere)." 
Mitchell said. 
Rogers said the station was 
originally broadcast on 
AMradio ind transmitters 
were put in each residence 
hall. 
"The original call sign was 
WDMC. the department of 
mass communications," 
Rogers said. "I came on the 
scene in 1986 and took over 
the station when Donna 
(Williams) left. You know the 
"80s were when a.m. radio 
kind of died and we realized 
just how dead it was when we 
couldn't give away pizzas on 
the air." 
The solution was to use 
the newly installed campus 
cable and use the audio track 
on the campus bulletin board 
station. It was originally chan- 
nel 12. where the current call 
sign comes from. When the 
cable reorganized about six 
years later they moved to 
channel 60 and again this 
year it moved to 75. 
"At one time half of the 
student body was tuning in a 
given week," Rogers said. He 
recalled a time when DJs 
would play the light game and 
every light in Commonwealth 
Hall would turn on and off at 
the same time. Now, the radio 
station has fewer listeners 
and live programs. Rogers 
said Internet radio stations 
have also taken some of the 
potential viewers. 
"We originally wanted 69, 
but it didn't go." Rogers said. 
"At it's hay-day the station 
had as many as 50 students 
working there at any given 
semester. 
"Over the last half dozen 
years it has basically been Dr. 
Everett, you know she acts as 
the business manager, myself 
and typically one to three stu- 
dents per semester and an 
automation system and that's 
been how we've kept it going 
for the last five to six years." 
Robinson said since the sta- 
tion is closing she is seriously 
considering transferring. 
Mitchell said he will be trans- 
ferring, but has switched from 
radio broadcasting to video 
broadcasting. 
On Dec. 16 WXII will shut 
down, an event which is hard 
for Mitchell. Robinson and 
Rogers, but Rogers finds 
inspiration from a likely 
source in radio. 
"Beatle George Harrison 
summed it up in his solo 
album," Rogers said, "'All 
things must pass.'" 
Reach Katie at 
katherine weitkamWeku.edu 
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$4.99 
Domino's 
Pizza 
NOW HIRING! 
623-0030 
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The Greater Washington D.C. Alumni 
Chapter of Eastern Kentucky University 
requests the pleasure of your company at: 
Stella's Sunday Brunch 
1725 Duke Street, Alexandria, Virginia 22314 
703-519-1946 
Sunday, December 7, 2003 
(Pearl Harbor Remembrance Day) 
Cash Bar at 11.30 a.m. 
Buffet from 12:00 noon to 2:30 p.m. 
$12.95 with free Champagne 
SPEAKER: Dr. Tom Hennessey, 65 
ENTERTAINMENT: Visnja Kosanovtc (Flutist) 
Stella's is opposite the King Street Metro Station. 
It is accessible on the blue and yellow lines. Free 
parking is available. 
RSVP: Jim Melton 703-540-2502 or 
Dana Hasty 571-437-8087 
Students, Faculty, & Staff are Welcome. 
Yahtx«e 
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*- FIREPLACE 
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** 
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The Progress would 
like to say farewell 
to WXII. Thanks for 
many years of 
great music! 
j-The Eastern Progress 
REDI December Specials! MART 
A Division of Red Hed Oil Co. 
Shepherd $SUZUKI& 
NAPA Service Center 
Open Monday—Friday 
7:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. 
Sat. 8a.m.-1p.m. 
• TIRES 
• MUFFLERS 
•OIL CHANGES 
• MECHANICAL REPAIRS 
•AIR CONDITIONER 
•TRANSMISSIONS 
mm 
AUTOCARE 
CEMIR 
•BRAKES 
•ALIGNMENTS 
• COMPUTER BALANCING 
•ALL PARTS & LABOR 
ARE WARRANTED 
12 MONTHS/12,000 MILES 
10% Discount with student I.D.     ! 
290 KKU By Pass—Richmond, KY 40475 
859-624-5500    €S 
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► Police Beats 
Nov. 17 
Residence hall coordinator, 
Ronbii Walker reported some- 
one stole money from the lock 
box in Clay Hall. There are no 
suspects at this time. 
Aleshia Wilson reported 
four of her bank checks were 
missing from her checkbook 
and two had been cashed 
already at her bank. 
Nov. 18 
Night Supervisor Doug 
Hall reported someone had 
torn the water fountain off the 
wall on the 18th floor of 
Commonwealth Hall. There 
are no suspects al this time. 
Jessica Hankey reported 
someone took money from her 
jar in her room in Todd Hall. 
There are no suspects at this 
time. 
Nov. 19 
Night Supervisor Bob 
Richmond reported four ceil- 
ing tiles were damaged in 
Martin Hall. There are no sus- 
pects at this time. 
Tamara Stephens reported 
a fire extinguisher was taken 
from the 8th floor of Clay Hall. 
There are no suspects at this 
time. 
Nov. 20 
Chris Cook reported a bro- 
ken window in a resident's 
room in Martin Hall. There 
was no evidence of an object 
having been used to break the 
window. 
Nov. 21 
Doug Hall reported a sus- 
pect made threatening com- 
ments to two residents in the 
elevator of Commonwealth 
Hall. 
James D. Asher, 20. of 
Annville. was arrested for and 
charged with alcohol intoxica- 
tion. 
Miranda Lovins reported 
someone broke into her car 
and damaged the console, 
while it was parked in the 
Keene I,ot. There are no sus- 
pects at this time. 
Nov. 22 
Megan E. Gampher, 22, of 
Williamsburg, Ohio, was arrest- 
ed for and charged with alcohol 
intoxication. 
Sandra Martin reported 
Professor charged 
after accident 
BY UHOA POLLOCK 
Assistant news editor 
Kenneth L. Johnson, 
professor of government at 
Eastern, was arrested for 
and charged with leaving 
the scene of an accident on 
Nov. 17. 
Johnson struck a vehicle 
on Crabbe Street and 
instead of stopping, pro- 
ceeded to the Summit 
Street Parking Lot, at 
which time a public safety 
officer stopped and arrest- 
ed him. 
He then was then taken 
to the Madison County 
Detention Center. 
Later Johnson was found 
to be driving under a sus- 
pended license and was 
also charged with this 
offense. 
Johnson had no com- 
ment on his charges. 
According to the 
Driver's License Office of 
the Madison County 
District Court, Johnson's 
driver's license was sus- 
pended after he was 
charged with driving under 
the influence twice — once 
in Fayette County and once 
in Florida. 
Marc Whitt, the chief pub- 
lic relations officer and uni- 
versity spokesman, declined 
to comment on the incident 
Reach Linda at 
linda_pollock3@eku.edu 
Compiled by Linda Pollock 
someone had taken her license 
plates from her car while it was 
parked in the Alumni Coliseum 
Night Supervisor, Jerry 
I-and. reported a large crack in 
the exterior stairwell window. 
A rock was lying beneath the 
window. There are no Mispccta 
at this time. 
Nov. 23 
Steven Cassell reported his 
cell phone was stolen from his 
jacket pocket while it was in the 
in the kxrker room. 
Sean Dumford reported 
his Playstation 2 game station 
and $10 from his wallet were 
missing from his room in 
Martin. 
Nov. 24 
Night shift hall staff. Doug 
Hall reported a fire extinguish- 
er was discharged for no appar- 
ent reason. There are no sus- 
pects at this time. 
Nov. 25 
Mark S. Maxwell. 41. of 
Stratton, Ohio, was arrested for 
and charged with criminal tres- 
passing. 
Aramark 
employee 
charged 
BY LINDA POLLOCK 
Assistant news editor 
A cook with Aramark, the 
company that offers food ser- 
vices to campus, was arrested for 
and charged with assault. 
Aaron S. Emanuel was arrest- 
ed for and charged with assault 
in the fourth degree on Nov. 29, 
according to a police report 
released by Easterns Division of 
l»ublic Safety. 
According to the report, 
Kmanuel threatened his wife 
with a knife at their on-campus 
home on Summit Street. 
The two were "boisterous" 
when the officer came to the 
scene, according to the report. 
Emanuel was arrested and 
taken to the Madison County 
Detention Center. 
Library extends 
hours for finals week 
The library will have extend- 
ed hours for finals week. The 
hours are: 
Dec. 10-11    7a.m.-la.m. 
Dec. 12 
Dec. 13 
Dec. 14 
Dec. 15 
Dec. 16 
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► News Briefs  
Compiled by Roger Lee Oatooma 
and campus housing. The resolu- 
tion would allow students living 
on campus to restrict who would 
have access to view their grades. 
Council passes 
parking resolution 
Kit voted not in favor of sup- 
porting the Student Government 
Association resolution concern- 
ing parking. The resolution that 
would change the residential 
parking spots in front of Todd 
and Dupree halls to parking 
meter spots was passed by 9C«A 
at its last senate meeting. 
Director joins 
Homeland Security 
Pam Collins. Ph.D., direct** 
of Eastern's Justice arid Safety 
Center serves on a committee 
that assist the Department of 
Homeland Security. Collins 
recently served on ASIS 
International's commission on 
guidelines that released a Threat 
Advisory System Response 
(TASR) draft guideline. 
7 a.m.-8 p.m. 
10 a.m.-10 p.m. 
1 p.m.-l am. 
7 a.m.1 am. 
7a.m.-10p.m. 
Basketball player 
in court for assault 
Michael Haney's attorney 
was in court on Monday to 
schedule a pre-trial date. Judge 
Brandy Brown set the date for 
Dec. 12 and encouraged the 
attorneys to explore plea-bargain 
possibilities. 
Haney is charged with aggra- 
vated assault by Amy Gore, his 
ex-girlfriend. 
Staff Council elections 
to be held in Dec. 
Eastern's staff council will 
hold elections during the first 
week of December and an on- 
line yoting process will also be 
available. For more information 
call David Williams at 622-2966. 
Discount card offered 
to students' children 
The Student Government 
Association is offering the Jr. 
Colonel Card to children of 
Eastern students. The card is a 
picture ID that can be used local- 
ly for discounts and services. 
Bring your child to the SGA 
office from 1:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
Monday through Friday to get 
signed up for the new free ser- 
vice. 
Beattyville bank 
donates to fund 
The Peoples Exchange Bank 
of Beattyville has donated $1,000 
to the One-Room Schoolhouse 
Renovation and Rek>cation Fund. 
Eastern's College of Education 
are hoping to raise $50,000 to 
renovate and move the school. 
RAAC announces 
children's programs 
The Richmond Area Arts 
Council wiD hold children's class- 
es starting this spring. The class- 
es will be in the subjects of 
strings, visual arts, creative dance, 
culinary, literary and visual arts. 
The classes will start in January 
2004. For more information call 
the Arts Center at 6244242. 
RLC tables housing 
resolution at meeting 
At the Residence life Council 
meeting on Nov. 24, the council 
voted unanimously to table the 
resolution concerning FERPA 
Firefighters ask for 
toy donations 
Lexington Firefighters' Toy 
Program are accepting dona- 
tions for books, toys for children 
under the age of two, and 
Hispanic or African-American 
dolls. For more information, cafl 
2430351. 
Cheerleaders raise money for cause 
BY LINO* POLLOCK 
Assistant news editor 
Need some entertainment 
this weekend before finals 
begin? 
The third annual Cheer for 
the Cure may be exactly what 
you are looking for. 
The event will be held at 10 
a.m., Saturday in Alumni 
Coliseum. 
Cheer for the Cure is an 
event designed to raise money 
for the Susan G. Komen National 
Breast Cancer Foundation. 
This is an event that sup- 
ports a cause that could affect 
anyone, a sister, mother, friend 
or even yourself," said Jackie 
Hall, coordinator of the event 
and member of Panhellenic 
Council. 
Cheer for the Cure, a cheer- 
leading competition between 11 
area high schools and middle 
schools, is also designed to help 
increase the public's awareness 
of breast cancer. 
The cheerleaders compete on 
two levels. 
One is the routine which will 
be judged by 10 certified judges, 
and the other level is on how 
many donations each school can 
raise and bring to the event. 
Last year. Eastern raised 
$5,000 for the foundation, 
according to Hall. 
This year they hope to raise 
between $7,000 - $8,000. 
The event is sponsored by 
Panhellenic Council and sup- 
ported by Interfraternity Council 
and Student Government 
Association. 
The admission is $3 per per- 
son on Saturday. The competi- 
tions will be from 10 am. until 
around 2 p.m., according to Hal. 
For more information call 
l>anhellenic Council at 622-6197. 
Reach Linda at 
linda_pollock3&eku. edu 
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NEED MONEY 
for the Holidays? 
We Pay CASH 
for Used CDs, DVDs & L-M 
for Used 
CDs 
tor Used 
DVDs 
for Used 
Video 
J Games 
MntifoiMmmA, Resfnrffons appfy. See store lor Mb. 
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66929" J 
Kentucky Institute for 
International Studies 
Earn 6 credit hours a 
Broaden your Horizons with 
Summer 2004 
Classes in: 
Turkey 
Germany 
ens a Rome Japan 
Italy 
Ecuador Austria Mexico 
Brazil 
Cameroon 
Thailand a Burma 
Denmark 
Call Dr Bonnie Rummer 
(859) 622-1705 or 
Kelll Carmean 
(859)622-1366 for info 
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Tuition waiver offered 
BYL—wEomx*  
Assistant news editor 
1 laeuTn's faculty and staff can 
now get a tuition waiver for class- 
es at Berea College. Employees 
at both institutions can now 
receive a full tuition waiver upon 
enrollment in courses at either 
institution. 
"Since both institutions have 
agreed to provide access to 
undergraduate courses on a 
space available basis, there will 
be no cost to either institution for 
participation," Associate Vice 
IVesident for Academic Affairs. 
Aaron Thompson said in an e- 
mail. 
This exchange between the 
two schools originated with an 
Eastern employee who was 
enrolled in a class at Berea in 
spring of 2003. She assumed that 
since Eastern exchanged with 
other universities, Berea would 
also. After bringing this to the 
attention of Thompson, he and 
Berea College Associate Provost 
Joe Bagnoli worked together 
with administration and the insti- 
tution's presidents to approve 
the faculty member for the 
tuition waiver. 
"Many colleges that exist in 
the same county (like Berea and 
Eastern) have developed a cross- 
registration policy for students. 
This idea of exchange for 
employees is a natural extension 
of that supportive arrangement." 
Ibompson said. 
The first official semester of 
exchange between the two 
schools will be the 2004 spring 
semester. President Joanne 
(ilasser and the provost made 
recommendations to the Board 
of Regents that then approved 
the exchange. They will reevaki- 
ate the plan after one year. 
Eastern employees who take 
advantage of these courses will 
also get other benefits such as 
use of a laptop computer during 
enrollment, free membership to 
the Seabury Center (a wellness 
center) and the Convocations 
Program, which brings national- 
ly recognized speakers to cam- 
pus weekly, according to 
Bagnoli. 
Employees of Eastern and 
Berea are allowed up to six free 
hours per term at Eastern for 
fall, spring and summer. At 
Berea. they can take two credits 
during those terms and one 
credit during the short January 
term. 
The exchange does not 
include spouses or children of 
employees at either institution. 
Reach Linda at 
linda J>ollock3@eku. edu 
Coke contract not yet final 
PROGRESS STWF REPORT 
As the semester began, stu- 
dents noticed a change in their 
choice of cola. Eastern switched 
from the Pepsi Co. Inc. to the 
Coca-Cola Company to provide 
vending machines with juice, 
soda and water. 
The machines were put on 
campus before a final contract 
had been signed. 
"It's not been signed yet," 
said James Conneely the vice 
president of Student Affairs. 
"Right now we're just finalizing 
the details and should have it 
very shortly." 
He said all major changes to 
the contract have been sent to 
Coke. 
Conneely said it is not uncom- 
mon for univerisities to go 
semesters without finalizing a 
vending contract. He said at one 
university it took a year and a 
half to finalize a vending con- 
tract. 
Conneely also said the Coca- 
Cola Company will not raise 
prices before the contract is final, 
he also said Coke has acted in 
good faith with regard to up-keep 
of machines. 
According to Cheryl Harris, 
university counsel, the exact 
time frame of when the contract 
from Coca-Cola will be received 
is not known; however, Conneely 
hopes to see a contract by the 
end of next semester. 
Reach The Progress at 
progress@eku. edu 
JtytM* Jtofegft M0M» 
Visit us for 
all your holiday 
shopping! 
And while you're here check 
out these other great items: 
• Ty Beanie Babies 
• Boyds Bears 
• Yankee Candles 
• Ruth Hunt candies 
• WindOiva Spiral Wind Art 
• Harveys seatbelt bags 
• Oliver Weber Jewelry 
Richmond Mall (Across from Dawahares) 
(859) 624-1286 
Hours: It) a.m. - V p.m Mon. - Sat. 
12:30-6 p.m. Sunday 
BE WISE! 
Earn Money and Real Experience 
Apply for the following positions NOW! 
You can be selected for multiple positions. 
[Positions available SI MMKR 2004 
Orientation Leader - Serve as a student mentor and 
guide for first year students, transfer students and 
parents during orientation sessions. Salary is $850. Free 
housing provided on campus. Applicants may not be 
enrolled in summer school. 
New Student Pays Leader - Serve as a personal 
mentor for new students during New Student Days. 
Salary is $300. 
To apply for any of the positions above 
Stop by Student Service Building #310 
or go online to 
www.fi rst> ear.eku.edu orientation leader 
For questions, please call 622-1682 
Applications will be accepted from 
December I, 2003 thru January 26. 2004. 
Interviews will scheduled during 
the week of January 26.2004 
and the week of February 2. 2004. 
Co-op Credit may be available for all 
First Year Program jobs! 
Check with your academic department for details. 
cash for books 
EKU Bookstore 
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Assault case date set 
Judge sets February pretrial 
date for Stapleton, charged 
with two campus assaults 
BY CASSONDR* KIRBY 
Editor 
An Eastern student was 
briefly in court last week in 
connection with two sepa- 
rate assaults that occurred 
on campus earlier this year. 
Francis Stapleton, 21, of 
Harrodsburg. stood before 
Judge Brandy Brown in tin- 
Madison County District 
Court room in connection 
with a charge filed Oct. 1, 
after a female reported she 
was grabbed from behind 
outside the Campbell 
Building by a male suspect 
she identified as Stapleton. 
He also faces a similar 
assault charge reported 
Aug. 26 by a female who 
was attacked while jogging 
on University Drive. 
According to the police 
report, the attacker tried to 
pull her into the bushes 
near the Burrier Building 
and pull her shorts down. 
Both females were able to 
escape their attacker with- 
out harm. 
When   the    case   was 
called, Brown set a pretrial 
date for 2 p.m. Feb. 13, 
2004, when Stapleton will 
officially plead guilty or not 
guilty to the charges. If he 
pleads guilty he will be sen- 
tenced. If he pleads not 
guilty the case will move on 
to trial. 
Brown said Stapleton will 
remain under the same 
terms he's currently under, 
which include not violating 
his bond conditions and to 
remain off Eastern's cam- 
pus. 
Stapleton's attorney. 
Jimmy Dale Williams, said 
Stapleton is going to plead 
not guilty at the February 
pretrial. 
Stapleton would not com- 
ment on the charges. 
Also at the court appear- 
ance was David Harvey, a 
registered sex offender that 
lives on Purcell Drive, locat- 
ed just off Barnes Mill 
Road, according to 
Williams. 
Harvey's been subpoe- 
naed to appear in court. 
Williams plans to use his 
testimony while presenting 
Stapleton's defense. 
"I wouldn't know that boy 
from nobody, except I read 
in the case report that he 
was a registered sex offend- 
er and they got a photo- 
copied picture of him," 
Williams said. 
Williams said there was a 
resemblance between 
Harvey and the composite 
of the assault suspect, 
which police are saying is 
Stapleton. 
"What's really significant 
about him is not whether he 
did it or not, who knows, it's 
that (the Eastern police) did 
not bother to go over .and 
even take a look at him," 
Williams said. "You would 
think that if someone's 
name came in. in an effort 
to try to do a complete 
investigation.that they 
would go over and at least 
eyeball this suspect. They 
didn't do it until they were 
up in the courtroom the 
other day. and then they 
didn't even talk to him." 
Tom Lindquist, the direc- 
tor of Eastern's Division of 
Pubic Safety, would not 
comment on Williams' 
claims. 
Reach Cassandra at 
cassondra_kirbyHWeku. edu 
VP for Advancement named 
BY ROGER LEE OSBORNE 
News writer 
J. Barton Meyer, has joined 
Eastern as the new vice presi- 
dent for University 
Advancement, a position that 
has been vacant since 
February. 
Meyer, who has won 
awards for higher education 
advancement along with 27 
years of experience, will 
assume the position on Jan. 5 
of next year. 
"As in all senior level posi- 
tions, significant and success- 
ful experience was a key factor 
in my selection of Mr. Meyer." 
New representative possible 
D'Angelo may represent 
family housing in RLC 
BY MEGAN HANSEN 
said Eastern's President 
Joanne Glasser. 
"In particular, we had a 
need for a seasoned advance- 
ment professional with very 
meaningful campaign experi- 
ence," Glasser said. 
The vice president position 
will direct the divisions of 
development, public relations, 
along with marketing and 
alumni relations. 
Aside from directing some 
major divisions of university 
affairs, Meyer will be one of 
the main players in the launch 
of a major capital campaign. 
"The capital campaign will 
be a major fund raising effort 
based on the identified needs, 
goals and aspirations of 
Eastern Kentucky University." 
Glasser said. "They will be 
largely identified through our 
strategic planning process." 
The arrival of Meyer to 
Eastern comes after what 
Glasser calls an "excellent 
advancement team". 
"His experience and com- 
mitment to excellence will be 
very important to our advance- 
ment success." Glasser said. 
What's on Tap editor 
Residents of Brockton 
family housing might soon 
have a say in what goes on in 
the Residence Life Council 
and the university communi- 
ty has a whole. 
Robert D'Angelo was 
elected to represent 
Brockton efficiency apart- 
ments at RLC. When the 39- 
year-old graduate student 
came across the opportunity 
to move into Brockton family 
housing, he jumped at it. 
After D'Angelo moved to 
Brockton family housing, he 
wanted to represent the fami- 
ly housing portion of 
Brockton in RLC in addition 
to his elected position as the 
efficiency apartments repre- 
sentative. 
"I wanted to give the resi- 
dence of Brockton family 
housing a voice in RLC," 
D'Angelo said. 
After D'Angelo moved to 
Brockton a question arose as 
to whether he could repre- 
sent Brockton family housing 
in RLC — there had never 
been a representative in the 
past, neither is such a posi- 
tion written in the RLC 
bylaws. 
"When Kenna Middleton 
(director of housing and resi- 
dent life) first looked at it, 
she didn't really see a distinc- 
tion because 
it said 
Brockton 
apartments," 
D'Angelo 
said. 
According 
to D'Angelo, 
when      the 
issue      was 
further    Robert 
investigated    D'Angelo 
as  to  if he 
could repre- 
sent Brockton family hous- 
ing, he learned he could not. 
It was discovered that in 
the RLC bylaws Brockton 
efficiency apartments were 
the only part of Brockton 
that could be represented, he 
said. 
"Brockton family housing 
is in a unique situation in that 
it is a lease-tenant agree- 
ment." D'Angelo said. "They 
pay into the same pool of 
money that the residence of 
residents halls do but they 
don't get any of the benefit of 
the money." 
D'Angelo has written a 
resolution to get Brockton 
family housing recognized as 
part of the university commu- 
nity and to get it represented 
at RLC. The resolution was 
passed by RLC and is now 
moving up the chain of com- 
mand to become official 
according to D'Angelo. 
"I've seen a lot of people, 
both faculty and staff, be 
very supportive by helping 
me understand how the uni- 
versity is set up and how that 
reflects Brockton family 
housing." D'Angelo said. 
D'Angelo wants his resolu- 
tion to pass because he wants 
to give the residence of 
Brockton family housing an 
opportunity to benefit from 
the university community. 
"Right now I am not aware 
of a computer lab in 
Brockton family housing and 
there is not an Eastern 
Progress newsstand any- 
where in the family housing," 
D'Angelo said. 
Currently, D'Angelo is 
working on programs that do 
not cost money that would 
benefit the family housing 
community. He is setting up a 
tutoring program for the chil- 
dren of the residence of 
Brockton family housing. 
According to information 
given to D'Angelo from Rich 
Middleton, assistant director 
of Facilities Services, there 
are around 60 children living 
in Brockton family housing. 
D'Angelo should know 
early next semester if he will 
be allowed to represent 
Brockton family housing in 
RLC and if it will be officially 
part of the university commu- 
nity. 
Reach Megan at 
megan_hansen4@eku.edu 
Reach Roger Lee at 
roger_ostiome2t$eku. edu 
The Progress wishes everyone 
a great holiday season. 
We also encourage the use of 
taxis on New Year's Eve. 
Have a safe one. 
SUBSCRIBE 
TO OUR 
EMAIL EDITION 
Chja 
NOW MORE USEFUL 
THAN MILK CRATES! 
—^ 
vis could be you! 
CCSA 
Cooperative Center for Study Abroad 
offers courses in London, Ireland, Scotland, Barbados, 
Singapore, Belize, Kenya, South Africa, and Jamaica. 
For More Information: 
Check us out on the web http://www.ccsa.eku.edu 
or Contact: 
Dr. Anne Gossage Dr. Bonnie Plummer 
291 Case Annex 622-2997 178 Case Annex 622-1705 
anne.gossage@eku.edu bonnie.plummer@eku.edu 
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Arlington forced to increase membership fees 
BY UNOA POLLOCK  
Assistant news editor 
The recent increase in fees 
lur Arlington Association mem- 
berships is frustrating; many 
Eastern faculty and staff. 
The monthly dues have 
risen from $50 to $55 per 
month for resident family 
memberships since last year. 
accordinK to Ken Johnston. 
»ice president for Financial 
\llairs. 
Other price increases 
include resident individual 
from. $25 to $27.50. non-resi- 
dent family from $25 to $27.50 
and non resident individual 
from $12.50 to $13.75. Golf 
membership     dues     also 
increased: single memberships 
(also monthly) went from $20 
to $21 and family memberships 
from $28 to $30. according to 
Johnston. 
The reason for the fee 
increase was that "to cover the 
operations of the Association 
and to provide the services and 
facilities that the membership 
desires. The Association is 
totally self-supporting and must 
cover increased costs from 
generated revenues." Johnston 
said in an e-mail, "Salary adjust- 
ments for employees have been 
provided similar to those of uni- 
versity employees.... Fixed 
costs in the area of audit ser- 
vices, utilities, and insurance 
have also increased." 
The Arlington Association 
serves its Eastern community 
by offering memberships to 
enhance the relationships 
among the (acuity, staff, alumni 
and friends of Eastern through 
programs of social and recre- 
ational activities, according to 
the association's bylaws. In the 
past, the lees have only gone 
up a dollar annually but this 
year, the increase was more 
than 20 percent, according to 
Keith Johnson, faculty senate 
chair. 
"I wonder ii Arlington's 
Board is being true to 
Arlington's stated purpose by 
pricing the initiation and 
monthly fees so high thai main 
Faculty, and most staff mem- 
bers cannot afford member- 
ship." Johnson said in an e- 
mail. 
He went to the Board of 
Arlington to discuss the frustra- 
tions from faculty and staff at 
Eastern. He is unsure what will 
come of talking with them, 
however they did vote to form 
an ad hoc committee to investi- 
gate the initiation and monthly 
fees as well as fee structure. 
Johnston responded to facul- 
ty frustrations. 
"Given the purpose of 
Arlington is to support rela- 
tions among faculty, alumni, 
and the community. I would 
expect faculty concerns 
will continue to receive full con- 
sideration. The faculty and 
staff are represented by elected 
members on the Board and the 
facultv senate has an ex officio 
representative." 
Johnson suggested to the 
Board that they consider a 
"House only" membership in 
which retirees or other faculty 
could use the dining facilities 
without having to pay for use of 
the pool and golf course. He 
has found that other universi- 
ties such as Rutgers University 
has a Retired Faculty 
Association with a lower 
monthly payment for just the 
dining facilities. 
"The Board continues to 
review its fee structure and 
financial situation in an ongo- 
ing attempt to balance accessi- 
bility and financial stability. As 
a result the Association pricing 
structure is already consider- 
ably below that of similar facili- 
ties," Johnston said. 
Arlington initiation fees for a 
membership are $1,000 for a 
family and $500 for an individ- 
ual and according to Johnson. 
The University of Kentucky's 
Spindletop Hall, which is simi- 
lar to Arlington, has an initia- 
tion fee of $300 for a family and 
$200 for an individual. 
The rates have been going 
up rather steeply the last few 
years as compared to past 
increases ... This certainly will 
not promote faculty and staff 
who are not members to join." 
Johnson said. 
Reach Linda at 
lindaJ>oUock3@eku. edu 
Flu bug hits earlier, harder 
You're mom has always told you never to go out with a wet head 
and to eat lots of chicken soup when you don't feel well It seems 
everyone has their advice about the flu, but Dr Pradeep Bose, 
director of Student Health Services has helped separate fact 
from fiction by examining five common beliefs about the flu. 
Walking outside with a wet head can give you the flu. 
"It in itself can not cause the flu, but... anything that chills 
the body can stress the (body) and lower one's resistance* 
Chicken noodle soup helps cure the flu. 
"Chicken noodle soup is an easily digested, reasonably 
palatable broth with calonc and some nutritive value 
and provides the necessary energy for the (body) to 
fight the invasion." 
Increasing the Intake of Vitamin C before flu season 
helps keep the virus away. 
"Taking 500 mg twice a day is a reasonable measure. 
It may assist in the recovery phase as well." 
IzJ The flu shot can give you the flu. 
"One can potentially get the flu from the live attenuated 
flu vaccine, but that should not be a concern with the 
inactivated virus vaccine." 
A person can catch the flu from their pet. 
" The flu virus can exist in other animals (like) fhe swine 
flu and cause disease in humans. I am not familiar with 
other domesticated animals (like) cats, dogs or rabbits 
carrying the influenza virus." 
Eun-Young You/Progress 
BY ADAM BAKER  
News editor 
Thousands of people are 
falling ill to the flu virus this year 
earlier and harder than ever 
before, according to the Center 
lor Disease Control. 
Dr. Pradeep Bose, director of 
Student Health Services, said a 
reason for the early onset is a 
glitch in this year's vaccine. 
"The effectiveness of any flu 
vaccine is dependent in a large 
IKirt on the similarity of die virus 
on which the vaccine is based 
and the one that invades our 
shores." he said. "Since vaccine 
preparation must begin several 
months before the onset of the 
flu season, some amount of 
uncertainty always remains as to 
the accuracy with which the next 
season's viral invaders can be 
predicted." 
The flu vaccine. Bose 
explained, is still tiie best preven- 
tative measure and is "recom- 
mended for anyone who wishes 
10 reduce (their) chances of 
becoming bedridden for a few 
davs with a nasty illness." 
Bose stated Student Health 
Services had a "tremendous" 
response from students when 
his office began offering the flu 
vaccine near mid-October. 
"We ran out of our supply of 
the vaccine before the second 
week (the vaccine was offered) 
was over." he said. "I arranged 
for the Madison County Health 
Department to come over and 
hold a flu vaccine clinic." 
The clinic took place near the 
end of last month. Campus has 
no vaccinations left, he said. 
The Madison County Health 
Department, however, had 11 
vaccines available as of 
Wednesday, according to Stacy 
Sandlin, a clerk for the depart- 
ment. She explained shots cost 
$10 unless individuals have 
Medicare or Medicaid part B. 
"At Student Health Services 
we have seen several students 
with flu like illnesses, since mid- 
October and have confirmed 
with a positive culture in at least 
two individuals thus far." he said. 
Bose said a culture is needed 
to find out if a patient has the flu 
as symptoms are often confused 
with other diseases. 
In addition to getting the flu 
shot, Bose said there are several 
ways to stay healthy and ward 
off the virus. 
"Avoid people in crowded 
and enclosed spaces, wash ones 
hands frequently so that any 
germs transferred through a 
handshake or other contact can 
be dispatched forthwith." he 
explained. "Get plenty of rest, 
sleep seven to eight hours a day. 
and follow a healthy and bal- 
anced diet." 
Bose also recommended tak- 
ing 500 mg of Vitamin C twice a 
day and to bundle up before 
going outside. 
"Although being in the cold 
does not directly cause a cold, it 
will stress the system and pro- 
duce the congestion and dis- 
charge that is so conducive to 
the growth of bacteria and virus- 
es, while at the same time com- 
promising the ability of local 
defenses to repel an invasion," 
he said. 
Bose said once the virus 
affects you. the best therapy is 
"rest, warmth, plenty of fluids 
and symptomatic treatment" 
He said antibiotics are nor- 
mally not needed, but treatments 
of Tylenol. Ibuprofen. deconges- 
tants. expectorants, steam inhala- 
tion and Vitamin C can be help- 
ful. Bose added several anti-flu 
medicines are currently available 
but are "fairly expense and may 
reduce the duration of the illness 
by a day or two at most 
"Most young and healthy 
individuals do recover without 
any (trouble) although, the ill- 
ness can claim lives — especial- 
ly among the very young and 
very old," he said. 
Reach Adam at 
adam baker38Heku.edu 
WARNING! 
Great pay and resume builder 
coming your way. 
The Progress is now looking for 
Paper Carriers and Ad Reps 
for the Spring semester. 
If interested, pick up an application in 
Donovan Annex 117. 
20% OFF 
mERLE noRmnn 
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; 
Check Out 
Eastern's Talk Show 
IIVIfrom Studio  B 
Wednesday nights at 7:30 p.m. 
tune to channel 61 on campus 
Can't catch it Wednesday? Don't 
worry, you can tuna In for the 
repeats on Mondays and Fridays 
at 7:30 p.m. 
Tattoos Down Under & Body Piercing I 
Tattoos 
Custom 
Fine-line & 
Cover-ups 
By: Ghost Rider 
$10 off with Ad 
116 N. Third St. 
Richmond, KY 40475 
Piercing       i 
All Body Mods Performed 
By: Deacon John Ferrell ! 
$5 off with Ad 
859.624.3664 
www.tattoosdownunder.com 
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&> 
Interstate News & Tobacco 
161 N. Keeneland 
859.624.1122 
Large selection of classic movies 
Tobacco products 
Rentals & Adult Magazines 
Viewing Booths 
Big Screen Room i 
STUDYING FOR FINALS? 
DON'T LOSE YOUR SPOT, 
.JT ■■ WE DELIVER ON THE DOT! 
WE DELIVER'. 
624-9241 
Dine-in / Carry-out Hours 
Mon-Wed. 10 am. - 11 p.m. 
Thurt. - Sat 10 a.m. - Midnight 
Sun. 11 a.m. - 11 p.m. 
Delivery Hours 
Mon. - Sat. 11 a.m. -11 p.m. 
Sun   Noon- 11 p.m. 
Located on the corner of Second and Water St. 
Get 15% OFF Printing - film OP digital • and 
any photo needs. 
Picture Perfect Photo -1010 Brandy Lone .North Richmond 
(859) 625-0077 
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Raising awareness • • • 
Brooke Shepherd/Progress 
A quilt in remembrance of AIDS victims are displayed in the Student 
Services Building this week. This week is AIDS awareness week 
which is designed to teach about and help prevent the spread of the 
deadly virus. 
Events help break stereotypes 
BY ROGER LEE OSBOS NE  
News writer 
In the Kennamer Room of 
the Powell Building. Annette 
Brooks shared her story of 
living with HIV. Birooks came 
to Eastern to participate in 
AIDS Awareness Week — a 
week set aside to I lelp inform 
and educate about HIV and 
AIDS. 
Brooks' story helps to 
break stereotypes that people 
may have about HIV and 
AIDS. 
While Brooks s.poke, the 
audience was quick to see 
that she looks like and could 
be anyone's neighbor, sister, 
mother, wife or girh'riend. 
This is one of Brooks's 
main points in her presenta- 
tion — breaking trie stereo- 
types. 
"She really conn ects with 
people on a differen t level as 
she blows all the sti ?reotypes 
of people who are infected 
with HIV out of th-? water," 
said Amanda Wood s. health 
educator. 
Brooks, who first found 
out she was HIV positive in 
August 1994, has been living 
with HIV for 16 years;. 
Brooks's attitude is extra- 
ordinary. She takes life one 
day at a time and says that 
her biggest prayer i s not for 
herself but for her fai nily. 
Brooke Shepherd/Progress 
Annette Brooks talked in the Student Services Building about living 
with HIV as part of AIDS Awareness Week. 
"I felt anger, shame, isolat- 
ed and even contaminated." 
said Brooks of the emotions 
she felt soon after she found 
out she was HIV positive. 
"I urge everyone, if some- 
thing is not right with your 
body, have it checked out," 
Brooks said. 
The side effects of the 
many medications that 
Brooks takes range from nau- 
sea to chronic fatigue. The 
cost of the medication she 
must take to fight this infec- 
tion is so expensive that a 
one-month supply of a single 
medication can cost up to 
$600. 
"I compare the medication 
to mixing Drano and Clorox 
and drinking it," said Brooks 
of the effects on her body. 
The week's events for 
AIDS Awareness are geared 
to help people to understand 
an infection that can have 
such devastating effects on 
lives. 
The AIDS Memorial Quilt 
display also helps to bring a 
face to HIV and AIDS. The 
Today's activities 
Today at 9 p.m. In the 
Powell Building Lobby 
singer/songwriter Ryan 
Adock will perform, fol- 
lowed by an open mic, 
coffee, treata and free 
massages. 
quilt consists of 15 panels, 
each of which commemo- 
rates the life of an AIDS vic- 
tim. 
Displayed in the Student 
Services Building from 8 a.m. 
to 6 p.m. for the week, the 
quilt will help to be a visual 
reminder of all that the dis- 
ease can impact. 
"This is good for Eastern 
because people need to real- 
ize that this disease can 
infect and affect everyone. It 
does not discriminate." 
Woods said. 
"Anyone who is sexually 
active needs to know the 
facts about HIV and AIDS in 
order to make informed deci- 
sions for themselves." she 
said. 
Reach Roger Lee at 
roger_osborne2@eku. edu 
Enjoy dinner by the 
FIREPLACE 
•tiau \nm Mw Mil ♦**« etrctt ft** *• H« •**(« 
Looking for love? Want to find a job? 
Interested in ferrets? Need a place to IMP 
Check out our classifieds or placeyow OMII 
Call 622-1881 to find oat more 
kGivc the gifts that keep college life moving through the holidays WM MMM    \$Ofn/)tlfop 
and school year.  Software, printers, computers, PS2 and Xbox ^U^P^jrifRF 
units, video games, and much much more.   All at great prices.     Mon t^ pri 8-.3(M:30 pm 
Faculty and staff payroll deduction available. 
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Finals schedule 
causes confusion 
Gearing vu> for finals 
BY ADAH BAKER 
News editor 
Most students never look for- 
ward to the week-long final exam- 
ination period; however, this 
semester some may be anticipat- 
ing it with extra distaste. 
According to Associate 
Registrar Tina Davis, a timetable 
set up by the provost council 
nearly two years ago calls for 
finals to begin next Wednesday 
and finish the following Tuesday. 
Unlike the traditional final 
schedule, exams this semester 
will be split by the weekend. 
"I don't know what (the 
provost council's) logic was," 
Davis said. "I reali/e it's probli in 
atic." 
Many students like Jeff 
Jackson, a junior emergency 
medical care major from 
Wellston, Ohio are not in favor of 
the new schedule. 
"Having to stay that weekend 
is just an inconvenience," he said. 
"But if you had a big test on 
Monday or Tuesday you have 
the weekend to hit the books." 
Patricia Blankenship, a fresh- 
man business major from 
I-ouisville, said the break brings 
added stress. 
"I would probably rather have 
it all in one week and just get it 
over with so you don't have to 
worry about it over the break," 
she said. "People will go out and 
have fun and then have to come 
back and crack down on the 
books again." 
Davis explained complaints 
like these prompted her office to 
suggest the office of the provost 
make a change. 
"CThe provost) then took it to 
consideration along with the 
deans — they all agreed that it 
would be best to change t<> ;i 
Monday through Friday final 
exam schedule," she said 
Therefore, it has been changed. 
"No other term is scheduled 
so the final exams do this and as 
long as I live and breathe we 
won't (again)." 
Davis stated she saw several 
disadvantages in the current 
final exam schedule. 
"It drags it out. it does not 
give the students a weekend 
before the beginning of the Bnal 
exam schedule." she said. "I 
think there is a benefit to having 
a weekend before the first exam 
— a little extra study time." 
The new schedule also cans 
es some confusion for gradual 
ing seniors who will attend com- 
mencement ceremonies next 
Saturday and then must return 
the following week for final 
exams. 
"There is a sense of finality 
about having the commence- 
ment come after the end «>l final 
exams." she said. "It seems to 
flow better." 
Davis noted graduates still 
must take their finals even if the 
exams are scheduled idler com 
mencement. 
They are not really gradual 
ed until their final exam grades 
are into the system." she 
explained. "When they attend 
that ceremony, they are only a 
candidate." 
The final exam period begins Wednesday arid ends on 
Tuesday. Below is the schedule for exams a s listed in 
the Fall 2003 schedule book. 
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The library will be expanding 
its hours during the final 
exam period for those who 
need to hit the books extra 
hard. Below are the extended 
hours beginning Wednesday 
through Tuesday. 
CHE 112 
ENG 090.095 
MAT 090 
MAT 095 
MAT 107 
Monday. Dec. ,s 
Friday, Dec. 12 
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'day, Dec. 12 
Monday, Dec. 15 
Friday. Dec. 12 
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'-3 p.m. 
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3
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How's the 
weather 
looking? 
In the event of inclement 
weather, the following class 
schedules will be enacted: 
Mon/Wed/Fri 
Regular class       Delay 
&«:50 
9:05-9:55 
10:10-11 
11:15-12:05 
12:20-1:10 
1:25-2:15 
2:30-3:20 
3:35-4:25 
4:40-5:30 
6 
1010:40 
10:50-11:30 
11:40-12:20 
12:30-1:30 
1:20-2 
2:10-2:50 
3-3:40 
3:504:30 
4:40-5:20 
6 
Tue/Thur 
Regular class      Delay 
8-9:15 
9:30-10:45 
11-12:15 
12:30-1:45 
2:00-3:15 
3:304:45 
6 
10-11 
11:10-12:10 
12:20-1:20 
1:30-2:30 
2:40-3:40 
3:504:50 
6 
Reach Adam at 
adani_baker:iHniku .<■</« 
Good luck on finals 
For more information on 
inclement weather updates 
call 622-2239. 
Weather delays and can- 
cellations will be announced 
on Eastern's Web site at 
www.eku.edu. 
Also, information will be 
broadcast on WEKU-FM 
(88.9 FM) and Lexington 
television stations WLEX-TV 
(Channel 18), WKYT-TV 
(Channel 27), WTVQ-TV 
(Channel 36) and other 
regional media outlets. 
'Information from 
Eastern public relations and 
marketing 
Eun-Young You/Progress 
<*&   A Shear 
ADream Salon 
$30 
1 Hour Massage 
A   Healing 
Touch Massage 
Therapy 
*Gift Certificates Available* 
valid thru 12/18/2003 
946 Commercial Dr. ■ Southern Hills (859) 623-9549 
Across from Bananas 
Five )& Dime 
Fajmily 
Hair Center 
839 Eastern Bypass 
•84 
ciuts^ 
Mon- Ffi. 9 am -6 p.m 
Saturday 9 a.m.- 4 p.m. 
Cloned Sunday 
624-9852 
Nail of American Angel 
Full Service Nail Salon 
(859) 626-5800 
218 S. Porter Or. 
Richmond, KY 40475 
Hours: Mon- Sat. 10 a.m. 
Sun. 12 p.m. • 9 p.m. 
Full Set $19 
Fill $11 
Manicure $9 
Pedicure $18 
9 p m     Walk-ins Welcome! 
Owned & Operated by Johnny 
ska 
ROSTy HAS 
MAD HOPS 
105   S.   ?ra   %\.   F.icbmon4,   M   4o4l5 
PH:   e51-u2v-*&55   fav:   &51 - l>* «/ -11 $5 
www.bij invftKatt.com 
_. 
Campus Only 
www.galaxybowling.com 
Galaxy 
Center 
Bowling 
3,000 sq. ft. 
arcade! 
College Night Thursday 10 p.m.-2 a.m. 
$5 per person gets you all night bowling and 
food and drink specials! 
Catch One Night Stand live Dec. 5 & 6 
in Champions Restaurant. 
Big New Years Eve Party at Galaxy. 
Special Bowling rates with student I.D. 
1025 Amherlv Wav • 624- 4444 
CdrnerJHFlifth St. & Main St 
Main st. Chevron 
Thanks for your buisness- 
Enjoy Christmas Break! 
We look forward to 
seeing you next year! 
AWi You II B,. 
cy-V 
<#•  i f ru.thead. Too 
ropical Twist 
w/ Natural Juices 
• Mighty Berry 
• Passion Power 
• Raging Raspberry 
• Pineapple 
Combustion 
Beach Blends 
w/ Frozen Yogurt 
• Banana Berry 
Blast-Off 
• Strawberry Surge 
• Latte Cooler 
• Raspberry Rush 
• Pina Chill-Ada 
• Tropical Bliss  
fcSr jnurxThEAtj 
Boosters 
odd to any smoothie 
for great ways to 
supplement your diet 
Fat Burner 
Multi-Vitamin 
Immune Boost 
High Energy 
Protein Boost 
■■■ 
Who's That? 
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Food and song top professor's list 
Bv Law Cox  
Staff Writer 
Theodor Langenbruch was a 
man brought up during a tumul- 
tuous time in Germany. He grew 
up with little money or food, but 
a lot of pride. 
Langenbruch hails from 
Wuppertal, Germany. He was 
born on Oct. 12, 1940 along with 
his twin brother, Ulrich. Another 
brother, Klaus, followed about a 
year later. He and his brothers 
grew up with both parents who 
are now deceased. 
Since Langenbruch moved to 
the United States in 1969. 
Langenbruch doesn't stay too 
far from his home country; he 
goes back to Germany frequent- 
ly to see his extended family. 
His fiancee is another link to 
his hometown. Langenbruch 
and his fiancee's parents were 
friends and colleagues. The two 
met as children about 58 years 
ago when their parents worked 
at a place that is similar to what 
we call City Hall. 
The two developed a relation- 
ship after her husband was 
killed in the Congo several years 
ago; and Langenbruch divorced. 
The wedding is not the biggest 
concern right now. 
Langenbruch said about 
three weeks ago his fiancee had 
double bypass surgery. He said 
she is recovering well but some 
day there is more pain than 
usual." 
"I am an American and she is 
not. After 9/11 they have done 
more background checks. It 
takes about nine months to get a 
VISA. People keep asking us 
when we are going to get mar- 
ried and I say: ask immigration. 
But, we want to have a court cer- 
emony in the spring and a 
church wedding in Germany," 
he said. 
Langenbruch stays true to 
Germany with his love for clas- 
sical music. In his free time he 
listens to his favorite com- 
posers such as Bach, Mozart 
and Handel. He grew up 
singing in a boys choir and his 
love for singing continues 
today. He also likes to play the 
flute and the recorder which 
are popular instruments in 
Germany. 
When Langenbruch isn't 
singing he is eating. 
Langenbruch said he loves to 
eat. He jokes that it could have 
been the healthy appetite he 
brought with him from 
Germany. Even though he grew 
up with little food and they most- 
ly ate whatever was available, he 
says his favorite food right now 
is probably Chinese. 
Langenbruch quickly points 
out how scarce food was when 
he was growing. Yet. 
langenbruch says his family life 
was relatively "idealistic" despite 
growing up during the war. 
"We lived in a rural southern 
village where we got to run 
around with no shoes and feed 
the cattle. We didn't experience 
a lot of the war where we lived at 
that time. It was mostly carefree. 
Sometimes we would see a cou- 
ple of planes hovering over in 
the sky, but that was about it. 
The Quakers would send food 
for the children after the war 
and that is what fed us," 
Langenbruch said. 
Langenbruch has many sto- 
ries to tell about his life growing 
up in the 1940s. He likes to tell 
the funny stories which are 
mostly about his younger broth- 
er, Klaus. One of the stories is 
about his brother's birthday 
party in 1945 when his brother 
was about to turn three. His 
mother had planned on a very 
special birthday cake. 
"We didn't have real choco- 
late at the time. My mother used 
imitation coffee; she grinded it 
and roasted it and used artificial 
sugar. The ground coffee 
became the chocolate for the 
cake. When my mother handed 
the first piece to my brother, he 
poked at it for a while and said 
to my mother, "You can eat that 
muddy dirt yourself.' The funny 
thing was that he knew it wasn't 
the real thing. He knew every- 
thing was artificial. He was 
always conscious about things 
like that. He always liked the 
best things. My twin brother 
and I were used to not having a 
lot of money for food. We would 
eat whatevei was there," 
Langenbruch said. 
Another story involving little 
brother Klaus was around 1949 
after their father came back 
from Russia where he had been 
a prisoner of war. Langenbruch 
said many fathers had to go off 
to war. Some came back after 
many years and some did not. 
When some came back they 
looked so different their families 
didn't recognize them. 
Langenbruch's father was 
finally released and came back 
home. Langenbruch said his 
younger brother was more bold 
than him and would question 
the mysterious man in the 
house hanging around their 
mother. One day the boy asked 
the father he didn't know, "What 
do you want here?" 
Langenbruch and his broth- 
ers felt that they had to protect 
their mother from the man they 
didn't realize was their own 
father. He laughs at the incident 
now. 
Langenbruch says he likes to 
laugh. His favorite movies are 
comedies like "What About Bob" 
or "9 to 5" with Dolly Parton. 
Langenbruch's love for Mark 
Brooke ShepheroVProgress 
Theodor Langenbruch is already planning Honors courses he will 
teach in the spring. He will teach Latin, Greek, Hebrew and Sanskrit. 
Theodor 
Langenbruch 
ii 
TIN 
would 
that's wtist 
» 
Twain stories and comedies 
show he has adapted to 
American life. Langenbruch said 
he has never been discriminated 
against. He said most people 
would tell him they were also of 
German descent. One neighbor 
in particular who lived near him 
when he moved to a farm on 
Tates Creek Koad talked to him 
when he found out he was 
German. 
"The man told me he 
thought Hitler should have 
killed the rest of the Jews. I 
know everyone has different 
opinions, but I told the man I 
didn't think it was good that 
Hitler killed them," he said. 
langenbruch knows there 
are lots of people with different 
ideas about Germans in the 
United States. He is grateful for 
some of this country's universi- 
ties for his being able to stay 
here and teach. 
Reach Liza at 
progrtss@eku. edu 
Finding cash for college 
is child's play. 
Register now and search thousands 
of scholarships worth over $3 billion. 
www.easternprogress.com/scholarships 
* ,    *• --.*-■•'->-'.■ •-, ruali* 
iday Rate 
Students 
your Family 
1-75 Exit 87 
Newly Renovated Rooms 
EKU Students & 
your Family Rate 
FREE Hot Breakfast Bar 
Indoor Pool/Spa/Fitness Center 
Iron/Ironing Boards 
valid thru Jan. 31, 2004 
100 Eastern By-pass Richmond, KY (859) 623-9220 
J#1L Quinta 
Inn 
I-75 Exit 90 1751 
(behind Craker Barrel) 
Newly Renovated Rooms 
EKU Students & 
your Family Rate 
$45 '♦tax 
Deluxe Continental Breakfast 
In-Room Iron/Ironing Board 
valid thru Jan. 31. 2004 
Lexington Rd Richmond, KY (859) 623-9121 
I-75 Exit 90 
(behind Craker Barrel) 
King Suites - Whirlpool 
EKU Student & 
your Family Rate 
from^ 0%f a«f *f ♦ tax 
Continental Breakfast 
Indoor Pool/Spa/Fitness Center 
Showtime - Cable 
valid thru Jan. 31. 2004 
111 Bahama Ct. Richmond, KY (859) 625-0084 
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Pullin' the 
Decision to close WXII 
unfortunate for campus 
Photo Illustration by Brooke Shepherd/Progress 
Tune in tonight for a historic 
event on campus cable 
channel 75. The student run 
radio station will broadcast the 
last live show from the studio. 
Doug Rogers, adviser to the 
station for 17 years, told students 
this summer to start looking for a 
new adviser. 
The search spanned from the 
department of communication, to 
housing, student services and 
even the English department, but 
no one was found to take 
Rogers's place. 
Eastern isn't the only universi- 
ty to say farewell to the radio 
waves; it's a trend that is hitting 
schools everywhere. 
It is unfortunate that this trend 
is also happening at Eastern, 
which has facilities for a radio sta- 
tion, including a studio and an 
automated system to play music 
written by the adviser. 
It is also sad that no one in the 
university was willing to keep up 
the station as a learning tool and 
asset for the university. What is 
worse is the university can't find 
the funds to pay an adviser what 
their time is worth. 
But students are also to blame. 
WXII has not been the standard 
channel in campus gyms or resi- 
dence halls, and only a handful of 
students even show interest in 
working for or listening to the 
station. 
We call on the Eastern commu- 
nity to make use of all resources 
students are offered and pay for 
with their tuition. We took the 
radio station for granted, often 
didn't listen to it or even care who 
ran it. 
We, as students, faculty and 
staff should take more of an inter- 
est in the campus as a communi- 
ty, transcend our departments 
and support the many different 
assets the university offers. 
Reach The Progress at 
progress&eku. edu 
New finals schedule inconvenient, hassle for campus 
Most breaks are welcomed by the 
campus community — any day off 
students can get, they will happily 
accept 
However, this semester when students 
found out that finals would begin on 
Wednesday and end on the following 
Tuesday they were not happy. 
This is a shift from the traditional 
Monday through Friday schedule which is 
not split by a weekend. 
Sometimes change is good, but the 
majority of students are not welcoming this 
change. 
According to the Office of the Registrar, 
the schedule was set up by the Provost 
Council several years ago. 
Tina Davis, associate registrar, does not 
know what the Council was thinking— 
and neither do we. The break is merely an 
inconvenience that delays the completion 
of the semester. 
Why not finish the exams all in one 
straight week like in the old days? By 
scheduling the period Monday through 
Friday students are allowed a weekend 
before exams to study and prepare. 
With the new system, commencement 
services will be held the Saturday in 
between the exam period. Graduating 
seniors who have exams scheduled for 
Monday or Tuesday will have to attend 
graduation and then return to classes for 
their finals. Graduation means the end, yet 
it is clearly not for students this semester 
because of the awkward finals schedule. 
Luckily, due to a suggestion from the 
Office of the Registrar, final exams will 
return to the regular Monday through 
Friday schedule next semester and next 
year. 
Reach The Progress al 
Progress@eku.edu 
► News Quiz 
OK, boys and girls. It's time to 
test your knowledge of what's 
going on at Eastern. If you 
don't know the answers, don't 
worry. Just go to 
www.easternprogress.com and you 
can cheat. 
What is different about 
the final exam 
schedule this 
semester? 
a) All finals are comprehensive 
b) A weekend is in between the 
exam period 
c) All students get an A on 
exams 
Why are some faculty 
members upset with 
Arlington country club? 
a) They took away the poo. 
b) They added a 19th hole to 
the golf course. 
c) They are raising membership 
dues. 
The department of com- 
0      munication is closing 
3      what service? 
a) The student radio station 
b) The Eastern Progress 
c) The Milestone yearbook — 
oops, it's already gone. 
Brooke Shepherd/Progress 
* 
What is this? 
a) A campus holiday decoration 
b) A rare sighting by the 
astrology class 
c) Lucky Charms cereal in the 
Fresh Food Company 
► Campus Comments 
Christmas is just around the corner. Copy editor Melissa Engle asked students what their Christmas wishes were this year. 
Hometown: 
Childersburg. 
Ala. 
Major Criminal 
justice & politi- 
cal science 
Year: Freshman 
One karat 
diamond earring 
for each ear and for 
one of my friends 
not to be mad at 
me. 
Hometown: 
Stamping 
Ground 
Major: Forensic 
science & para 
legal science 
Year: Junior 
Postpone my 
wife's wish to 
have babies until 
after I graduate 
school. 
A new car or a car 
not new. 
Hometown 
Calvert City 
Major. Forensic 
science 
: Freshman 
Hometown: 
Zimbabwe 
Major: 
Business 
Tuition for next 
semester and 
enough money to 
send gifts to my 
parents — 
shipping charges 
are unreal. 
Sophomore 
► How to reach us 
Phone: (859) 622-1881   |   E-Mail: progress ffleku edu  | Fax: (859) 622-2354 
To report a story or 
idea 
News 
Adam Baker, 622-1872 
Accent 
Tracy Haney, 622-1882 
Around&About 
Cindy Held. 622-1882 
What's on Tap 
Megan Hansen. 622-1872 
Sports 
Todd Purvis, 622-1872 
The Studio 
Katie Weitkamp, 622-1572 
To place an ad 
Display 
Ashley Prichard, 622-1881 
Classified/Subscriptions 
Kym Fox, 622-1881 
To suggest a photo or 
order a reprint 
Brooke Shepherd. 622-1578 
To subscribe 
Subscriptions are available by 
mail at a cost ot $1 per issue; 
$20 per semester,or $38 per 
year payable in advance. 
My turn & letters policy 
The Progress welcomes submissions for My Turn 
columns by Eastern's students, staff, faculty or anyone in the 
community interested in voicing an opinion. 
My Turn columns should relate to a current topic on cam- 
pus or in the community and not be longer than 1,000 words. 
Authors can bring their columns to The Progress office at 
117 Donovan Annex by noon the Monday before publication. 
Usually the author's photograph is included with the column. 
Columns may be saved on disk as RTF or text-only files. 
Columns and letters to the editor may also be e-mailed to 
The Progress at progressOeku.edu or faxed to the office at 
(859) 622-2354. 
The Progress does not print anonymous columns or let- 
ters. Please include a phone number and address for verifica- 
tion purposes only, not for publication. 
The editor of The Progress reserves the right to edit 
columns and letters for length. • 
The Eastern Progress 
^^^www.easternprogress.com 
117 Donovan Annex, Eastern Kentucky University. Richmond, Ky. 40475 
Cassondra Kirby 
Editor 
Katie Weitkamp 
Managing Editor 
Nathan Bullock, Michael Kotora & Jacob Williams 
Staff artists 
The Eastern Progress (ISSN 1081-8324) is a member of the Associated 
Collegiate Press. Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association and College 
Newspaper Business & Advertising Managers, Inc. The Progress is pub- 
lished every Thursday dunng the school year, with the exception of vacation 
and examination penods. Any false or misleading advertising should be 
reported to Adviser/General Manager. Jen Almjeld at (859) 622-1143. 
Opinions expressed herein are those of student editors or other signed 
writers and do not necessarily represent the views of the university. Student 
editors also decide the news and informational content. 
Holidays change over time 
BROOKE 
SHEPHERD 
My Turn 
Brooke is a 
Ireshman 
journalism major 
Irom Ml. 
Sterling. She is 
the photo editor 
ot The Progress. 
Christmas has always been a time to 
celebrate giving each other gifts, 
getting together with family that 
you never see and writing wish lists for 
Santa It doesn't matter how old you get. 
the Christmas season still seems to get 
everyone in a cheery, gift-giving mood 
I love every aspect of Christmas. I 
love going out and buying gifts for every- 
one to open on Christmas morning and 
most of all I love the traditions that sur- 
round Christmas in my family. 
Every year, since I have been fairly 
young, it has been the same routine. On 
Christmas Eve, we would go to my aunt's 
for dinner, spend the night at my dad's 
parents' house, get up early to open pre- 
sents, go back home and sleep and then 
go to my great grandmother's house for 
dinner. 
I love this routine and, even though a 
lot of us are not at home anymore, we 
still seem to make it back for Christmas. 
Probably one of the best things about 
these traditions is the fact that they have 
grown during the years. When I was 
younger than six, it was my parents, my 
grandparents and one of my cousins at 
my dad's parents' house. 
Now, it is significantly larger. My 
cousin has since married and had three 
little girls. I am engaged, my mom's mom 
has spent the last few years with us and 
so has my grandmother's best friend. Ifs 
a struggle at times to find places for 
everyone to sleep. 
Christmas has always been a special 
time for me and for my family. There are 
certain Christmas memories that will 
always hold a special place in my heart 
The year that I had to sneak a live bird 
into my grandmother's house, and into 
the living room where my three little 
cousins were sleeping, will always be a 
memorable one. The three of them 
were sleeping on the floor almost right 
under the tree and that stupid bird 
wouldn't shut up. I let the bird wake 
them up around dawn and they took care 
of waking everyone else up. 
Waking up at dawn, sleeping on 
floors, eating way too much and coming 
home with way too much stuff is a part of 
my Christmas and I treasure every 
moment 
I know that this year will be the last 
Christmas that my traditions will hold 
true because next year I will have to fig- 
ure out my own traditions. My new hus- 
band and I will have to discover our own 
routines and traditions for the holidays. 
Regardless of whether I am on my 
grandmother's floor or in my own bed, 
Christmas will always be a special time of 
year for me. No matter where I am, fami- 
ly will stiD be just as important to me and 
win still hold a huge place in my plans for 
Christmas. 
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Boredom not an option 
c 
MERIN 
RoSEMAN 
My Turn 
Merin is a junior 
English major 
from Burgin. 
She is the 
assistant copy 
editor ol The 
Progress. 
I am always amazed when people 
complain about being bored. I am a 
firm believer in the fact that only 
boring people are bored. How can any- 
one, with a willing spirit, not find 
something enjoyable to do for one 
weekend? 
The other day I overheard three 
people talking about how terribly bor- 
ing it is here at Eastern on the week- 
ends. I beg to differ. I rarely go home 
on weekends and have always found 
something to do, and usually someone 
to do it with. 
Eastern isn't boring at all, and it 
certainly isn't so on the weekends. 
Perhaps it is a little lonely. A mass exo- 
dus starting for most around noon 
Friday, but for some as early as 
Thursday, really gives our campus 
that "deserted" feeling. 
If people would stop waiting around 
for something to do to knock them in 
the forehead and would take a look 
around, they could find millions of 
things to do here in Richmond. 
Eastern spends money on events 
like First Weekends for students, prac- 
tically spoon-feeding them something 
to do and an excuse not to leave cam- 
pus for the weekend. 
Maybe I'm just better at finding or 
creating stuff to do than most people. 
I'm from a tiny little town that is lucky 
to be able to support one gas station. 
My friends and I got to be very good 
at finding things to do by the time we 
graduated high school. 
The next time that feeling of bore- 
dom starts creeping in, go read a 
book, write a book, chill and listen to 
some music, people watch, play in the 
snow (if we ever get any real snow), 
run, hike, go camping, anything but 
sit around being bored. 
There are so many things that you 
could do in Richmond ... that you 
could do anywhere, for a good time; 
you just have to look around yourself 
instead of going through life half 
asleep. 
I for one am very rarely bored, and 
if I do get that way, it never lasts long. 
Hey, maybe those three people were 
just trying to keep themselves from 
being bored by talking about being 
bored. I suppose talking about it is 
indeed something to do, it just would- 
n't keep me occupied for very long. 
I urge everyone to take a look 
around you and find something inter- 
esting that you have never done, or 
even just think about something 
you've always wanted to do. And no, I 
am not talking about streaking cam- 
pus or camping out on top of the 
amphitheater in the Ravine. 
Next write these things down, and 
store them in a shoe box for a rainy 
day when you have nothing to do. 
Then all you have to do is wait for that 
day. If the number of people who 
leave Richmond on the weekends is 
any indication, you may not have to 
wait very long. 
By the way, if there are any other 
people like me who stay on campus on 
the weekends, I am always up for a 
random road trip, concert or camping 
trip. 
Park's retirement will create void, student says 
TODD 
PURVIS 
My Turn 
Todd is a junior 
journalism major 
from tondon. 
Todd is the 
sports editor ot 
The Progress. 
After 33 years of service to 
Eastern, Sports Information 
Director Karl Park is set to step 
away from Colonel athletics at the 
conclusion of this semester. Karl 
has announced his retirement for 
Dec. 31. 
Although there have been a 
number of employment changes 
here at Eastern that have been hard 
to fill, it is going to be impossible to 
replace a guy like Karl. He has 
worked 271 consecutive football 
games and has been the SID since 
1970. 
Karl began working with 
Eastern sports when he began writ- 
ing as the sports editor for The 
Progress in 1967. 
During  his  tenure   here  at 
Eastern, Karl has been a member of 
the College Sports Information 
Directors of America, the United 
States Basketball Writers 
Association and the National 
Collegiate Baseball Writers 
Association. 
Karl has received national recog- 
nition for three of his seasonal 
media guides in which the winter 
sports guides were voted best in the 
nation in Division I-A for those two 
years. 
Although I was only fortunate 
enough to work with Karl for one 
semester, I have been able to see 
how devoted he is to Eastern's ath- 
letic programs and how he has 
great passion for his job. 
Karl has always been eager to 
help my coworkers and I with any- 
thing he can. While putting in late 
nights at the office there are often 
many questions about Eastern 
sports, however, those questions 
are all answered with a phone call to 
Karl — Eastern's encyclopedia of 
sports. 
Many students here at Eastern 
may not recognize Karl when they 
see him out on campus, but almost 
all of us have certainly seen his 
work when we pick up a media 
guide at one of Eastern's athletic 
events. 
Karl has been a pleasure to work 
with and is going to be greatly 
missed by not only the athletics 
department, but by the university as 
a whole. 
Nathan Gary/Progress 
Karl Park, Eastern's sports information director, will call it quits Dec. 31. 
Park was awarded a special plaque at the last home football game. 
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► Feast of Kings 
The music department 
will host Eastern's 33rd 
annual holiday Madrigal 
dinners. Get the details 
onB2. 
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A whole 
new bag 
Course options 
diverse, unusual 
a 
The insects are alive 
when we saute them. 
When they warm up, 
we sometimes have 
trouble with them 
hopping out of the 
pan. 
—Carla Hagan 
Pest management instructor 
BY TMCY HANEY  
Accent editor 
No one ever said classes couldn't be fun — or 
even a little strange for that matter. 
If you're flipping through the schedule book, 
you may find some pretty out-of-the-ordinary 
course descriptions mixed in with your tradition- 
al math and science classes. 
In each of Eastern's five colleges, there are a 
variety of special interest courses. 
For instance. TRS 233 — a class completely 
devoted to emergency and defensive driving 
techniques. 
In this class you'll learn how to maneuver 
curves, drive in dangerous conditions and avoid 
falling refrigerators. 
Instructor Terry Kline, associate professor of 
loss prevention and safety, said the class, which 
is a requirement for fire science administration 
majors and a free elective for others, helps teach 
students "a little bit more about what the car is 
actually capable of." 
Kline said a lot of peo- 
ple's first instinct is to 
panic and freeze when 
they enter an obstacle in 
driving, but the class 
teaches students to relate 
the situation to what 
they've learned and 
choose the best response. 
Special tires, referred to 
as auto-control monster 
tires, are used to demon- 
strate skidding, a driving 
dilemma Kline says most 
people don't know how to 
correctly handle. 
John Kalina, a senior 
fire science administration 
major, said he really enjoys 
the class and that it's help- 
ful because "you learn how 
to drive in any condition." 
Besides   saving   you 
from auto accidents, the 
class could also help save 
you some money. According to Kline, some car 
insurance companies give discounts to drivers 
who have taken the class. 
Another class you may not have heard of in 
the College of Business and Technology, is AGR 
304, pest management 
AGR 304 is the study of all types of pests from 
insects and weeds to raccoons and deer. 
Instructor Carla Hagan said, the students in 
the class do a lot of field work. 
The best way to learn their pests is to go out 
and collect them," Hagan said. 
The class, which is a requirement for all agri- 
culture majors, can also be beneficial to "anyone 
interested in gardening as a hobby or who owns 
a lot of pets," according to Hagan. 
But the class isn't just studying the pests. At 
the end of each semester a banquet is held for 
the class with its topic as the main course. 
Crickets and mill worms are served to stu- 
dents along with weed wine and sometimes 
weed dip as "an exercise we use to show that 
just because they're pests in one instance does- 
n't mean they are always pests," Hagan 
explained, mentioning insects are a good source 
of protein. 
The insects are alive when we saute them," 
Hagan said. "When they warm up. we some- 
times have trouble with them hopping out of the 
pan." 
If you're looking for more of a challenge than 
defensive driving and bug eating, there are other 
options. 
For example, the College of Health Sciences 
offers REC 190. the challenge course introduc- 
tion. 
The class is taught in three sections each 
semester and was created to utilize the course 
built three years ago at Eastern. 
The class gives students an opportunity to 
sample the challenge course," said Robert 
Gobin. a visiting instructor in the department of 
recreation and park administration. 
But Gobin said the real benefit of the class is 
when students "walk away realizing how power- 
ful a group can be." 
The class, which meets four times, is a require- 
ment for some majors like nursing and juvenile jus- 
tice, but can be taken as a one-hour free elective. 
Other elective classes, if you'd rather spend 
your time reading than rope climbing, are avail- 
able. 
LIB 805 and LIB 301, gradu 
ate and undergraduate chil- 
dren's literature, focuses 
entirely on books — chil- 
dren's books to be exact 
The classes are designed 
to prepare library media 
specialists who will work 
in a school system, but 
instructor      Dorothy 
Bowen said lots of other 
students take the class 
as an elective, particular- 
ly education majors. 
The class studies picture 
books, poetry, traditional litera- 
ture, realistic fiction and fantasy, 
such as the hugely popular 
Harry Potter books written by J.K. 
Rowling. 
"We look at the characteristics of the genres 
and how to make good choices," said Bowen. 
"(Students) become more 
critical ... they learn ways 
to use the literature in the 
classroom." 
The class will hold a 
debate at the end of the 
semester about the contro- 
versial Harry Potter novels 
and their use in the class- 
room. 
Another popular fantasy 
writer. J.R.R. Tolkien, 
author of the Lord of the 
Rings trilogy, is the main 
focus of ENG 347 and HON 
308. 
The class studies solely 
the work of Tolkien, whom 
Instructor Andrew Harnack 
calls "the first great writer 
of modern epic fantasy." 
Harnack said he believes 
college-aged kids enjoy 
Tolkien so much because 
the protagonists in his sto- 
ries are similar to college 
students. 
They are young, hopeful, willing to learn and 
hope to change the world for the better." 
Harnack said. "By studying Tolkien students 
encounter a rich imagination ... a man whose 
values are particularly important in an age of 
powerful corporations, global enterprises and 
misdirected energies." 
Harnack will be teaching a summer course 
on Tolkien in England through the Cooperative 
Center for Study Abroad. 
For more information. visit 
www.english.eku.edu/harnack. 
» 
Reach Tracy at 
tracy_haney5@eku. edit 
Eastern's chal- 
lenge course, 
built three years 
ago, is taught 
each semester 
as an introducto- 
ry class, REC 
190. The class is 
one credit hour 
and was 
designed to 
teach partici- 
pants team work, 
communication 
and cooperation 
skills. 
Progress File Photo 
Pierre Wnght, a 
senior sociology 
major, listens to 
instructor Terry 
Kline during 
Tuesday's TRS 
233, emergency 
and defensive 
driving tech- 
niques, lab The 
class is designed 
to teach students 
how to respond 
accurately and 
readily to road 
challenges 
Brooke Shepherd/Progress 
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Have a campus event or 
activity? Contact Megan 
Hansen at 622-1882 
or by e-mail at 
progress@eku.edu. 
Megan Hansen, editor 
TODAY 
8p.«. 
The Eastern Clarinet Studio 
will give a recital in the 
Gifford Theater. The recital is 
free and open to the public. 
9 p.m. - midnight 
Thursday Alternative Getaway 
presents a free coffeehouse 
with singer/songwriter Ryan 
Ad cock in the Powell Lobby. 
There will be an open mic. cof- 
fee, tea, pastries and free mas- 
sages. 
SATURDAY 
10 a.m. 
The Eastern Panhellenic 
Council will host Cheer for the 
Cure in Alumni Coliseum in 
order to raise money for the 
Susan G. Komen National 
Breast Cancer Foundation. 
7:30 p.m. 
The men's basketball team 
will play Centre College in the 
Paul McBrayer Arena. 
Midnight 
The Ice Hockey Club will play 
IUPUI at the Lexington Ice 
Center. 
SUNDAY 
2-4 p.m. 
The Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Exhibition will have its recep- 
tion in the the Giles Gallery. 
3 p.m. 
The Eastern Horn Studio will 
have a concert in the Brock 
Auditorium. 
8 p.m. 
The Eastern Saxophone 
Ensemble will have a recital 
in the Gifford Theater. 
PROGRESS 
PICK 
"O or»lr it% 'fim.O* Music department hosts dinners 
highlighting days of Renaissance 
BVEMCBMWBI 
Staffwriter 
Suspend for a moment your 
sense of reality 
Imagine now you are 
dressed in the finest 
Renaissance attire and enjoy- 
ing a fine meal at a table in 
Queen Elizabeth's palace. You 
have been eating the finest 
foods in the world, you have 
been enjoying the live enter- 
tainment and you have been 
having a great time. This is 
when the servers bring out the 
boar's head. 
Now come back to the pre- 
sent 
This is the scenario for 
Eastern's 33rd annual holiday 
Madrigal Dinners. The dinners 
will take place from Dec. 4-6 in 
the Keen Johnson Building. 
The setting for this year's 
dinner is London in 1595 dur- 
ing the height of Queen 
Elizabeth's reign. She has invit- 
ed the 12 best singers in the 
world to join her for a holiday 
feast complete with music and 
entertainment 
"We want this to be a total 
experience," said David 
Saladino, the choral director at 
Eastern who has put together 
these dinners. "If s going to be 
a two-and-a-half hour experi- 
ence." 
The evening will begin 
around 5:45 p.m. when the first 
Photo submitted 
Step back in time with the 33rd annual Madrigal Dinners and enjoy a 
seven course meal while being entertained by the performers. 
guests will arrive. For the next 
hour they will be able to social- 
ize and will be served wassail, 
a drink similar to hot cider. 
During this time a band will 
play pre-concert music from 
the era. 
The guests will be led into 
the dining hall around 7 p.m. 
and dinner will begin at 7:15. 
Saladino said a seven-course 
meal will be served with herb 
encrusted chicken for the 
entree. Then comes the boar's 
head. 
Saladino arranged a piece 
for this part of the show titled 
the "Boar's Head Carol." He 
said there will be 18 pieces per- 
formed throughout the night. 
During dinner entertainers 
will be on hand to complement 
the musical portion of the 
show. Saladino said there will 
be snake handlers, mimes, 
magicians, belly dancers and 
an actor playing William 
Shakespeare to recite some of 
his works. 
Guests will sil for the first 
time at round tables in the din- 
ing hall this year. 
They will be able to inter- 
act and meet each other," 
Saladino said. "Before you had 
only two or three people you 
would talk to. Now you can 
talk to seven people." 
The show will cost $28 and 
tickets wiU have to be pur- 
chased in advance in Powell 
Building. Room 16. Two-hun- 
dred forty seats will be avail- 
able each night. 
Saladino downplays the 
price, though. 
"Where in the world could 
you go to get a seven-course 
meal for $28 and get a dinner 
show," he asked. 
The 12 singers joining 
Queen Elizabeth will be stu- 
dents from Eastern who get 
credit for performing. These 
dinners are a culmination of a 
semester's worth of work. 
'Ill tell you," Saladino said, 
"it's a lot of work." 
He promises all of the work 
put into the dinners will be 
worth it, though. 
"I can guarantee it will be a 
fun, exciting night," Saladino 
said. "There will be laughter, 
there will be tears, there will 
be drama, there will be a wide 
range of emotions." 
Reach Eric at 
eric_barrier@eku.edu 
Midnight 
The Ice Hockey Club will play 
IUPUI at the Lexington Ice 
Center. 
MONDAY 
8 p.m. 
The Eastern fall Choral 
Concert will be in the Brock 
Auditorium. 
TUESDAY 
8 p.m. 
The Eastern Jazz Ensemble 
Concert will be in the 
O'Donnell Hall Auditorium in 
the Student Services 
Building. 
WEDNESDAY 
8 a.m. 
Final Examinations begin. 
DEC. 13 
10 a.m. 
Commencement ceremonies 
for the College of Arts and 
Sciences and the College of 
Business and Technology will 
take place in Alumni 
Coliseum. 
3 p.m. 
Commencement ceremonies 
for the College of Education, 
the College of Health 
Sciences and the College of 
Justice and Safety will take 
place in Alumni Coliseum. 
CHUI 
MMMKUM Life Ministries 
ICH DIRE 
First Baptist (['harch 
CTORY 
Prayer Meeting 4 Bible Study 
1703 Ervinc Rd 350 W Mam at Uncaster Ave. 6:30 p.m. 
(classes for all ages 4 Phone: 854-623-4028 Preschool Children s Youth 
nurseries available) Suml.it School: 4.40 a.m. Activities 6:30 p.m. 
Phone. 854-625-5366 Sunday Worship: 8.3(1 am.. II urn. 
Sunday school: 10 a.m. 4 6 p.m. 
Sun. Morning Worship: 11 .i in Wednesday Worship. 615 p m St. Stephen ( athnlic Newman 
Sun. Evening Worship: 6 p.m. Center 
Wednesday evening: 7 p.m. S.U.B.S - 7:30 p.m. at BSU (enter. 405 University Or. 
Radio Services: Weekdays at 130 Suppci and Bible Studs Phone: B39-623-940U 
pm onWCBR II10 AM Sunda) Mass: 5 p.m. 
Van ndes available on or off cam- First Christum Church Sunday Supper: «• p.m. ($1.00) 
pus. (Contact church 4 leave mes- Main ami t ancasset Si. Ncwtnfl \ijiht lot all students. 
sage.) Phone: 854-623-4383 
Early Worship 8:40 a.m. 
Wed. 4 p.m. 
MB tlNT Av.aa* ( hn.tt.ii ( hutch School 44(1 a.m. St. Ihomus 1 ulhrraa (hurch 
124 Big Hill Ave. Morning Worship 10.40 a.m. 1285 Barnes Mill Rd. 
Phone: 139423-1392 (office) EKU Chnslian Connection Phone: 854-623-7254 
Phone: 859-623-6600 (answering (for all students) Sundav  (rudmonal Service: 8:3(1 
machine) Tuesday 4 p.m. a.m 
Sunday School: 4:45 a.m. Sunday School: 4:45 a.m. 
Sunday Worship: 10:45 a.m First tailed Methodist (hurch Sunday C ontcmpnr.ir> Worship: 11 
Evening Worship: 6 p.m. 401 W  Main at 1 ancastcr \\c a.m. 
On Wednciday, Christian Students Phone: 839423-3380 
Serving Christ meets at 7 p.m. Sunday morning worship services Iriaify Church PC \ 
Call the office at one of the num- Traditional service: 8:30 a m. 315 Spongier Dr. 
bers listed above for transportation Blended scrviccu: 10:45 a.m. Ibchind Pi//a hut off (he by-pats) 
to meetings. Sunda) scliool: 9:33 .i.m. Richmond. K> 40425 
Worship .11 4:50 a.m. 
Church of Christ First Presbyterian (hurch Sunday School at 11:10 a.m 
461 Tobiano (in Brooklinc Sub off (PCUSAI Pastor Curl (iardner 
Gogginslane      West siilc 1-73) 330 W   Main St. Phone  Xsg-t.24-8410 
Sunday  430am. 10:20 a.m. 6 Phone: 854-623-5323 WehftigcwildcatNiic.com users trinity 
p.m. Sunday School. 4.45 a.m. 
College Bible Study: SumU) Worship: 11 a.m. 1 iiit.irian-l nin-rs.ilisi 1 cllnuship 
Wednesdays. 7 p.m. Meekly Bible Study: Monday. 10 a liberal, ethically bused religion 
Ride: 624-2218 or 485-1424 a.m.. in the Church Parlor which encourages the individual 
Family Night Supper (weekly and pill Mill  Of 
» pivcop.l ( harch »f Oar Saviour free! i Wednesday. 6 p.m., in (he religious innh outside ihe confine! 
2323 1 evington Rd. (U.S. 25 N.I fellowship Hall. of a particular doctnnc. Adult serv- 
Phone:854-62 l-l 22ft ice, youth program, and preschool 
Sunday Worship  8:30 a.m. and II Richmond First (harch of the care: Sunday 10:45 a.m. at 204 
a.m. Na/arear St George Street. 1 or more informa- 
Adult Education: 9:30 a.m. 136 Aspen Ave. tion log on to our website: 
Phone:854-623-5510 www gcocincs.commadisoncoun- 
First AHiaacr Church Sunday School: 4:45 a.m. tyuti. or call 622-1401 or 623-8238. 
1405 Barnes Mill Rd. Morning Worship: 10:40 a.m 
Phone: 854-624-4878 Sunday evening: 6 p.m. Wrstsidr Christian (hurch 
Sunday School: 9:30 am Wednesday 7 p.m.      Bible Study. End of Bcnnington Ct. (across from 
Sunday Worship 8:27 am . 10:45 Youth. College 4 Career. Children s Arlington) 
a.m. 4 6:30 p.m. Programs Mailing address: 1432 Fairlanc Dr. 
Wednesday Night Prayer and cell Phone: 854-623-0382 
groups: 7:00 p.m. Richmond Church «f Christ Sunday School: 4:45 a.m. 
College age fellowship activities. 713 W. Main St Sunday Worship: 10:45 a.m. 4 6 
Fall and Spring Retreat Services: Sunday Bible School 4 p.m. 
For free tranaportation to Sunday a.m.: Sunday worship 10 a.m. Wednesday Prayer & Bible Study: 
services, call 859-624-4878 Sunday evening 6 p.m. 7 p in. 
Wednesday Bibk School 7 p.m. Transportation available 
First Baptist (harch Colonels For Christ 4 p.m. 
Corner af Francis * Claim Thursday 
Street Powell Building 
300 Francis St. Phone: 623-8533 
Robert R. Blythe, Pastor 
Phone: 859-624-2045 Red House Baptist (harch 
Sunday School  9:30 a.m 2301 Red House Rd. 
Sunday Worship: 11 a.m. Adam Oooley. Pastor 
Wednesday Bible Study: 7 p.m. Phone: 859-623-8471 
(classes for all ages). College 4 Career Bible Study 
1st Friday Prayer Circle: noon 9:30 am 
(1st Friday of each month). Sunday Worship: 10-45 ajn. 4 6 
pan. 
Colonel 
Basketball 
Centra Collage 
Saturday, December 6th 
7:30 pm 
Students Admitted 
FREE With 
Valid Student ID 
Catch the Excitement- 
Around&About 
Cindy Held, editor The Eastern Progress I www.easternprogress.com. Thursday, December 4, 2003 B3 
Cindy Held/Progress 
Thanksgiving Deliveries 
Eastern sophomore, Megan Sevier, takes time on Thanksgiving Day to deliver meals to residents 
of Madison Towers in Richmond. The Home Meals Delivery program, which operates out of the 
Baptist Student Union, prepared and delivered 323 meals to residents of Madison County in need 
of a Thanksgiving meal. If you are interested in delivering meals call Sybill Miller at 623-3294. 
A night of Rook provides 
a night of fun 
BY CINDY HELD 
Around&About editor 
If you'd like to wind down before 
finals and have a jjood time with oth- 
ers this Friday, then you may want 
to attend the Rook tournament spon- 
sored by the F.KU dance team. 
Sign-ups for the tournament will 
begin at 6:30 p.m. and the actual 
tournament will begin at 7p.m. 
The EKU dance team is sponsoring 
the night of Rook to raise money for their 
trip to Anaheim, Calif, where they are com- 
peting in the American Championship's 
national dance team tournament April 2-4. 
According to Lisa laird, coach of the 
dance team. Eastern's dance team has not 
attended national competition in four years 
and it will only be the second time they've 
competed. 
The team has already held many other 
fundraisers such as bingo games, car wash- 
es, also they worked this Halloween at the 
Haunted Forest. 
The dance team, which consists of 13 
women, has raised $7,900 of the $12,000 
needed for the trip. 
This Rook tournament is the first the team 
has sponsored. Laird got the idea for the 
Rook tournament from tournaments that the 
American Cancer Society's Relay for Life 
group holds to raise money. 
"One of the ladies that works with (Relay 
for Life) was gracious enough to volunteer to 
help us put it together." Laird said. 
It will be open to the public and students 
are encouraged to come.Admission for the 
tournament is $10 per player and groups as 
well as individual players will be able to par- 
ticipate. 
During the tournament teams will be 
rotated so players will not have the same 
partner the whole night. 
Prizes will be awarded to first, second and 
third places and door prizes will also be 
given out through the night. Free finger 
foods and soft drinks are provided for the 
players by the team as well. 
A basket of various items will be raffled 
off to attendees of the tournament to also 
help        raise 
money for the 
team. Some of the 
prizes consist of 
Outback and  Red 
Lobster restaurant 
gift certificates. 
Laird also hopes 
that people unable to 
attend   would   make 
personal donations if 
they wish  to help  the 
dance team. 
"(People) can always make 
a donation to the team. Since we are a non- 
profit part of the university it is a tax 
deductible contribution," I.aird said. 
The tournament will be held at McCready 
Manor on 300 Stocker Drive, which is 3/10 
of a mile down Tates Creek road on the left. 
Seating is limited to the first 60 players. 
If you wish to reserve your seat at the 
tournament early or you have any questions 
contact Laird at 582-1078 or e-mail her at 
Lisa.Laird@eku.edu. 
"We hope (everyone) will come out and 
support the EKU dance team." Laird said. "It 
should be a chance for a night of fun and to 
win great prizes." 
Reach Cindy at 
cynthia Jield@eku.edu 
Study Abroad This Summer 
Cooperative Center for Study Abroad 
This is great! Taking classes 
I can count towards my degree 
and hanging out in London.' 
"I had a hard time choosing 
where to go with courses in 
England, Ireland, Barbados, 
Belize, Jamaica, even Africa." 
"Yeah, CCSA is cool. Its part of EKU 
so I don't have to pay tuition and 
got financial aid to do this trip. 
Or choosing what to take, with 
courses in English, History, Art, 
Science, Business and lots more."! 
Check it out on the web at: 
www.ccsa.eku.edu 
.. 
For More Info Contact: 
Dr.AnneGossage 
291 Case Annex 
622-2997 
anne.gossage@eku.edu 
r. Bonnie Plummer 
178 Case Annex 
622-1705 
bonnie.plummer@eku.edu 
Join EKU Faculty on CCSA courses in 
Barbados 
Hifttorf: 
"Hie Creation of the Atlantic World 
London English: 
J.R.R. Tolkien's Mythic England 
Sex and the City: Women Workers of Victorian England 
Euitclies 
Eccks! 
Mfe'w 
Got Cash! 
Got Books? 
Visit our buyback site 
www.webuytextbooks.com 
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Head coach 
Larry Joe 
Inman 
Inman 
wins 
250th 
BY JILL STWBQN  
Sports writer 
The l.ady Colonels 
Basketball Head Coach l-arry 
Joe Inman picked up his 250th 
win against Wright State 
Monday. 
The ladies 
pulled oul 
their second 
win of the sea- 
son and a 
milestone for 
Inman, now in 
his loth sea- 
son as head 
coach, with a 
final score of 
74-m 
"I     didn't 
think we 
played our 
best basket- 
ball tonight, 
but we were still fortunate 
enough to step up down the 
stretch and pull oul the win." 
Inman said. "I though) the 
biggest difference was our free 
throw shooting, especially in the 
second half." 
The Lady Colonels basketball 
leam continued their seven 
name road swing Monday, trav- 
elling to Dayton. Ohio, to take on 
Wright State. Eastern was able 
to improve its record to 2-3 on 
the year with a 74-^i!) win. 
Senior guard Katie Kelly led 
all scorers with 21) |x>ints. a sea 
son-high six assists and nine 
rebounds. Kelly nailed 12 of 15 
attempts from the charily siri|>e. 
Sophomore Ashleigh 
Huffman also reached double 
figures with III points on 3 of 4 
shooting from behind the arc. 
Junior Miranda Eckerle 
chipped in with nine |x>ints, nine 
rebounds and three assists. 
A lay-up by Candis Cook got 
I -.astern started with a 2-0 lead. 
I tut it would he a back and forth 
game the rest of the way with 
ten lead changes in the game. 
The Lady Colonels took their 
largest lead of the opening hall 
(25-16) when Huffman nailed a 
three-pointer with 8:35 remain- 
ing in the first half. Hie Raiders 
outscored Eastern 15-8 the rest 
ill the hall. 
Wright Male kept il close in 
the second half as well. The 
score was lied at 45-45 with 
14:15 to play. The Raiders put 
Eastern at the line where they 
hit six straight free throws t" 
lake a 10-point lead (55—15) with 
12:119 left in the game. 
Wright State would not give 
up as they CUt the lead to two 
with 6:45 remaining. The Lady 
C olonels went on an 8-1 run to 
take a nine-point advantage 
(72-63) on a |)air of free throws 
by Hala'api'api with 357 to play. 
lite Raiders continued to foul 
and (he Lady Colonels connect 
ed on 21 of 28 free throws in the 
second hall alone. Eckerle made 
Iwo free throws with only 1:58 
remaining to seal the deal. 
Eastern will return to action 
Friday, Dec. 5, when ihey take 
on Baylor in the opening round 
of the Rice Invitational 
Tournament in Houston. Texas. 
Reach Jill at 
jilljtinson 76 rku. edu 
Colonels hold court 
Eastern suffers 
heartbreaker to 
Winthrop 
BY TOOD PURVIS 
Sports editor 
The 2003-04 Colonels 
have hit the hardwood at full 
Bpeed, where they have post- 
ed a record of 1-3 so far this 
season. 
"We all agree that we 
should be 3—1, but as long as 
we are getting better every 
game, and improving every 
day. it really doesn't matter 
until January," junior forward 
Michael Haney said. 
Eastern opened their sea- 
son on the road when they 
traveled to St. Louis, where 
they fell by 6 points. The 
Colonels the'n hosted Ohio 
Wesleyan in their home 
opener, in which they picked 
up their lone win of the sea- 
son. Since the home victory, 
the Colonels have been on 
the road, losing to both 
Alabama A&M and 
Winthrop. 
"Winthrop has won their 
conference four out of the 
last five years so they are a 
very good team, but we 
should have won," Haney 
said. "We competed and 
played with a sense of 
urgency, we played really 
hard and as long as we play 
hard everyday our shots are 
going to fall and it's all going 
to work out." 
Against the Eagles 
Tuesday night. Kastern suf- 
fered a tough loss, falling 
short to a strong Winthrop 
team in the last seconds of 
play, by a score of 67-66. 
Eastern came out in the 
contest and had secured a 7- 
poinl lead at the break. 
After a second half of scor- 
ing runs by both teams, the 
Colonels found themselves 
down by only one. with 1:54 
left to play in the contest. 
The Eagles suffered from 
two costly turnovers late in 
the game, which gave the 
Cdlonels the opportunity to 
pick up the upset. 
With 14.2 seconds remain- 
ing in the game, sophomore 
guard Matt Witt had the ball 
as Eastern trailed by one. 
Witt made his move at the 
lop of the key where hi- drew 
contact in the mid-air and 
had readjust his shot. Witt's 
shot came off of the side of 
the rim, when junior forward 
Michael Haney grabbed the 
rebound and quickly put up a 
shot as he fell away from the 
basket. Haney's shot was off 
as the buzzer sounded and 
the Colonels lost by one. 
"We knew that we really 
needed to win against 
Winthrop after coming off of 
the Alabama A&M game, the 
effort was there, but the ball 
just didn't bounce our way 
towards the end," Haney 
said, "They got some key 
ol tensive rebounds towards 
lh«- end that hurl us. but 
other than that we played 
really good." 
Winthrop was led by 
sophomore guard James 
Shuler who finished the 
game with 24 points. 
Leading the way for the 
Colonels was Witt who 
poured in-a game high of 25 
points on 9 of 18 shooting. 
"Matt played phenomenal 
again, he had a good game," 
Haney said. "Everybody 
played really good, Witt 
scored the most, but every- 
body played really solid." 
Haney added 10 points 
and five rebounds. 
Eastern falls to 
Alabama A&M 
The Colonels traveled to 
Huntsville, Ala. last Saturday, 
where they fell to the 
Bulldogs of Alabama A&M 
by a margin of 71-65. 
Kastern came out in the 
first half of the contest and 
shot just better than 36 per- 
cent from the field, where 
they hung onto a halflime 
lead of 34-29. 
The Bulldogs then jumped 
ahead in the second half, and 
look a 7-point lead with 6:22 
remaining in the game. The 
Colonels then answered with 
a 10-0 run of their own. 
which gave them the 65-61 
lead with 3:18 left to play. 
The Colonels fell short in 
the end, where they suffered 
a six-point loss. 
Eastern was led by the 
play of sophomore guard 
Matt Witt, who poured in 24 
points and dished out five 
assists. Also leading the 
Colonels was junior forward 
Michael Haney. who chipped 
in with a double-double at 12 
points and 12 rebounds. 
Colonels crush 
Ohio Wesleyan 
Eastern opened the home 
portion of their season on 
Nov. 25, when they crushed 
the Battling Bishops of Ohio 
Wesleyan by a score of 
106-52. 
The Colonels came oul on 
fire in the first half, when 
they shot an impressive 61.8 
percent, hitting 21 of their 34 
shot attempts. 
In the second half. 
Kastern shot 55.9 percent 
from the field, which 
dropped their overall per- 
centage to 58.8 
In the contest, the 
COIonels were able to play 
everyone on the team, while 
12 different players were 
able to etch their names into 
the scoring column. 
Leading the way for 
Kastern was freshman Mike 
Brock and senior Champ 
Slaughter who each scored 
Senior forward Jon 
Bentley (above) alters 
his shot as a defender 
grabs his arm while he 
goes up for a shot. 
Bentley had seven 
points and six 
rebounds against Ohio 
Wesleyan. 
Senior center Champ 
Slaughter (left) goes 
up for a shot in 
Eastern's win over 
Ohio Wesleyan eariier 
this season. Slaughter 
had 15 points and four 
rebounds in the game. 
Photos by Brooke 
Shepherd/Progress 
15 points and grabbed four 
rebounds. 
Eastern loses 
opener 
The Colonels basketball 
season was underway when 
they traveled to St. I.ouis 
University on Nov. 21 and 
fell to the Billikens by a 
score of 64-58. Kastern came 
out in the game and trailed 
only by four points in the 
first half, where they could- 
n't close the gap in the sec- 
ond half, where they were 
outscored by only two points, 
which gave them a 6-point 
loss. 
Witt lead the Colonels 
once again in the contest by 
scoring 16 points, while 
freshman guard Brandon 
Moore was good for 15 
points, where he hit five 
shots from behind the arc. 
Moore's performance was 
good enough to get him 
named as the OVC Rookie of 
Ihe Week. 
Kastern will return to 
action this Saturday (Dec. 6) 
when they will host the 
Colonels of Centre College at 
7:30 p.m. here at Alumni 
Coliseum. 
"If we come out and play 
like we know how to and 
don't take anyone for granted 
and play hard il should take 
care of itself." Haney said. 
Reach Todd at 
toddJ>urvislV)eku. edu 
Colonels finish season with victory against Tennessee Tech 
Bv TOOD PURVIS 
Kevin MarlirvProgress 
Linebackers Justen Rivers and Will Stilley sack quarterback Joey Bailey in their win over Tennessee Tech. 
Sports editor 
Head coach Danny Hope's 
first season came to a closure 
Nov. 22. when the Colonels 
dropped the Golden Kagles of 
Tennessee Tech for their last 
outing of the season. Eastern 
came out in the contest and 
put together a 21-poinl first 
quarter, which set up their 
27-14 victory. 
"It was a big deal for us to 
pick up ihe win because we 
wanted lo establish a winning 
season, we knew that if we 
went out there and lost our 
record would have been 6-6 
and it would just be an even 
season and we knew whal the 
tradition about winning is 
here, so we knew llial we had 
to win llu- game.'' junior line- 
backer Justen Rivers said. 
The Colonel defense wenl 
in work right away, as junior 
linebacker Justen Rivers 
forced Golden Eagle quarter- 
back Joey Bailey to fumble the 
ball, and Eastern's Josue 
Cineas was able to return it to 
the 31 yard line. 
Eastern's offense then took 
charge when junior quarter- 
back Matt (Juice hit wide 
receiver Jeff Barrett on a 17- 
yard slant route. Senior tail- 
back Terry Ennis then carried 
the ball down inside the 5-yard 
line, which set up a 5-yard 
option keeper from Guicc for 
the touchdown. The Colonels 
took the early lead of 7-0. with 
10:49 led in the first quarter. 
On the scramble. Guicc re 
injured his throwing hand, 
which put him out for the 
remainder of the game. 
"You're only as good as 
your back-up. so when (mice 
gol hurt Ellis came in and 
made plays and did what he 
had to do to help us win." 
•Rivers said. 
After another impressive 
showing on defense, the 
c olonels forced Tennessee 
Tech to go three and out and 
punt the ball away. On the fair 
catch return, an Eagle defend- 
er ran into Allen Kvans before 
he touched the ball, which 
was good for a 15-yard penalty 
for kick catching interference. 
and Kastern took over at the 
Tennessee Tech 39-yard line. 
Ennis was able to pick up 
30 yards on two carries, which 
set up a 4-yard touchdown run 
from sophomore quarterback 
Adam Ellis, which gave 
Eastern the 14-0 lead with 
8:28 left in the first quarter. 
On the Colonels next pos- 
session, they were able to gen- 
erate an 8-play drive that cov- 
ered 60 yards and was capped 
off by an 11-yard strike from 
Ellis to Brian Sprinkel. which 
gave Eastern the 21-0 lead 
with 1:21 left in the quarter. 
The Golden Kagles were 
able to get in on the scoring 
action, when Bailey hit Anton 
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Thomison on a 27-yard pass 
play which narrowed the 
Colonels lead to 21-7 with 
12:48 left to play in the first 
half. 
After both teams struggled 
to score in the third quarter, 
the Colonels got on the score- 
board again, when senior 
kicker Adam Smith booted a 
26-yard field through the goal 
posts with 14:10 left to play in 
the game, which extended the 
Colonel lead to 24-7. 
On the ensuing drive, the 
Tennessee Tech offense 
found the end zone once 
again, when Jason Ballard 
took the ball 17 yards up the 
middle for the touchdown 
with 10:18 left in the contest, 
which dropped the Eastern 
lead to 24-14. 
Following the Eagle touch- 
down, the Colonels were able 
to tack on 3 more points when 
Smith stuck a career long 54- 
yard field goal, which pushed 
the lead up to 27-14 with 
10:18 left in the game; it was 
the final score for the 
Colonels' last contest of the 
year. 
The Eastern offense was 
led by Ellis, who completed 
12 of 19 passes for 121 yards 
through the air and one 
touchdown pass, and was able 
to find the end zone from the 
ground as well. 
"Our offensive line did a 
good job blocking for the run 
and provided good protection 
for Ellis," Rivers said. 
Also leading the Colonel 
offense was Ennis, who 
picked up 104 yards on 17 car- 
ries. 
The Colonel defense was 
led by the play of Rivers and 
Donell Allison. Rivers picked 
up ip tackles on the game (11 
solos), one forced fumble, 
and 1.5 sacks for a loss of 8 
yards. 
Allison picked up 14 tack- 
les on the day (nine solos), 
and broke up one pass. 
"Donell Allison and Jerome 
Jones had a good game," 
Rivers said. "It was a total 
team effort on defense, we 
just came out and did what we 
needed to do to win." 
The win for the Colonels 
boosted their season record 
to 7-5, which pulled their 
OVC record up to 6-2 and left 
them at second place in the 
conference. This season 
marked the 26th consecutive 
year that the Colonels have 
had a winning season, and 
their 31st consecutive non-los- 
ing season. 
"When you come out with 
a new coach, you never know 
what to expect, but coach 
came out and established 
what he wanted, which was to 
keep the tradition going and 
that is what he did, we came 
out and played real hard," 
Rivers said. "We played hard 
enough to win and keep a 
winning season this year, the 
tradition is still alive." 
The Colonels took second 
place in the OVC with their 
6-2 conference record. 
"It was good that we fin- 
ished second, but we had 
goals of going to the play-offs 
and being OVC champs but 
things didn't go our way, but 
we'll just come out next year 
and work even harder so we 
can be there," Rivers said. 
Volleyball makes 
early OVC exit 
Reach Todd at 
todd_purvisl@eku. edu 
Kevin Martin/Progress 
Senior safety Donell Allison jumps up and deflects a Tennessee Tech 
pass while senior cornerback William Randle applies coverage from 
the back. Allison had 14 tackles (9 solos) and Randle picked up one 
solo tackle during the contest. 
BY MEGAN HANSEN  
What's on Tap editor 
The fourth seeded Eastern 
volleyball team lost to fifth 
seeded Austin Peay in the 
first round of the Ohio Valley 
Conference tournament The 
Lady Govs defeated the 
Colonels in straight sets, 30- 
25,30-19 and 30-24. 
"It was a disappointing 
lost," said Eastern volleyball 
coach Lori Duncan. 
The Colonels took an early 
lead at 4-1. The Lady Govs 
came back to tie it at 5-5. This 
was the first of eight ties 
throughout the opening set. 
The Colonels and lady Govs 
were tied at 21 before the 
Lady Govs went on a 9-5 run 
giving the Lady Govs the set. 
The Lady Govs went on a 
7-1 run to start the second 
set The Colonels were forced 
to take a timeout to regroup. 
The Lady Govs took the sec- 
ond set 30-19. 
The Lady Govs took an 
early lead over the Colonels 
11-4 in the third set. The 
Colonels would eventually 
pull within three at 19-16. 
That was the closest the 
Colonels would get- The Lady 
Govs ended the Colonels sea- 
son when they won the last 
set 30-24. 
Freshman outside hitter 
Jessica Sabath had a match- 
high 22 digs and seven kills. 
Junior outside hitter Lesley 
Aldridge and sophomore mid- 
dle blocker Liz Guard had 11 
kills each and each hit .310 for 
the match. 
Overall the Colonels 
ended their season with a 
record of 21-13, with a confer- 
ence record of 106. 
"We had the most success- 
ful season that we've had in 
the past 12 years, " Duncan 
said. "We went from 6 wins 
and 10 loses last season in the 
OVC to 10 wins and 6 loses 
this season." 
Duncan is encouraged 
looking to next year. All the 
starters will be returning. 
This season there were seven 
freshmen on the team, four of 
which that started. Besides 
the four freshmen that start- 
ed, the Colonels also started 
one sophomore and one 
junior. 
"Come next August, hope- 
fully we will be picked in the 
top three of the OVC," 
Duncan said. 
Duncan thought that her 
team played their best volley- 
ball the first six to eight 
weeks of the season. 
The freshmen's bodies 
were not able to hold up with 
all the training and condition- 
ing," Duncan said. "They 
come from a high school pro- 
gram or a club team to a much 
more rigid schedule and it 
takes a toll on their bodies." 
"Overall we had a very 
successful season and I am 
very encouraged about the 
prospects of next years team," 
said Duncan. 
Reach Megan at 
megan_hansen4@eku.edu 
Tough schedule hides true success of Hope's first season 
Todd is a junior 
journalism 
major from 
London, Ky. 
After losing the legendary Coach 
Roy Kidd to retirement at the con- 
clusion of last years football season 
there was a great deal of speculation 
as to whether or not the Eastern 
football program would continue to 
go in the right direction. 
Although no one can fill the 
shoes of Kidd, Head Coach Danny 
Hope has certainly made a believ- 
er out of fans across campus, by 
picking up wins in six of his last 
seven games, which left the 
Colonels in second place in the 
Ohio Valley Conference. Eastern 
finished the year with an overall 
record of 7-5 and a conference 
record of 6-2. 
The Colonels overall record 
doesn't exactly stand out, but 
remember that they opened the sea- 
son with Bowling Green State 
University, then played Central 
Michigan, which is another tough 
Division I-A team. 
In addition to upgrading the 
competition that Eastern played this 
season, Hope has also brought a 
new style of football to Eastern, and 
has created a much more exciting 
college football environment 
Contrary to Kidd's style of power 
football, which consisted of pound- 
ing the ball out on the ground, 
Coach Hope has brought in the elec- 
trifying style of mixing up the attack 
a bit where the Colonels threw the 
ball nearly 150 times more than last 
year, while still running the ball 
almost 500 times. 
This season Eastern led the 
OVC in yards of total offense, due to 
the fact that quarterback Matt 
( IUKV, running backs Terry Ennis 
and CJ. Hudson, and receiver 
Andre Ralston are amongst the top 
players in nearly every offensive 
category. 
In addition to the high powered 
offense that the Colonels came with 
ihis Mason, they also stepped up 
their defense a notch. Last season 
their defense was led by Justen 
Rivers, who had 82 tackles on the 
season, however, this season 
Eastern was led by Donell Allison 
who had 102 tackles on the year, 
while linebackers Rivers and Jerome 
Jones had 99 and 90 tackles on the 
season, and safety Pierre Wright 
chipped in with 85 hits on the year. 
Coach Hope is on his way to 
bringing Eastern football back to 
national prominence, and I'm look- 
ing forward to seeing the Colonels 
back in action next season. 
Reach Todd at 
tudd_purvisl@eku.edu 
Kevin Martin/Progress 
Coach Danny Hope was drenched with ice and cold water by Mike Dunn 
after Eastern defeated Tennessee Teen 27-14. Hope finished his first sea- 
son as head coach with an overall record of 7-5. 
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I hate holiday 
shopping 
I hali- holiday shopping, but I 
like iriviiiK presents. I always try 
to came up with something nice 
to (five my friends, something 
unique maybe something I 
made or something corny, but 
I've learned giving and making 
the |x-rfcvt gift is a skill I clearly 
don't posses. 
Sometimes, or maybe I 
should say most of the time, I 
get lazy and run out to the mall 
to find the perfect gift rather 
than making one. By the time I 
suck it up and head out through 
the cold, all the good presents 
are sold out 
Christmas shopping causes 
stress that I just can't deal with. 
There you stand in a store, little 
kids running around, dropping 
their mittens and you have to 
laugh, then their mom comes 
and runs over you in an attempt 
to keep the kid in line. Moms get 
rulhk-ss at this time of year, they 
obviously feel the stress too. 
Iiie day after Thanksgiving I 
woke up at &25 am to go shop- 
ping with my mom. sister-in-law 
and a friend who had never 
cxiK-rienced the frenzy. I don't 
recommend it. When we got to 
Taiget where everyone met in 
the electronics/music section, 
with everyone else in the world; 
it seems everyone had the same 
agenda: DVDs. DVD players. 
C'l >s and every now and then, a 
stereo And I found nothing. 
From now on I'm considering 
only asking for gift certificates, 
or things you can buy at 
Amazon.com. That way my 
11 KIHIS and family won't have to 
wade through the sea of holiday 
shoppers and give themselves 
ulcers driving through the mall 
parking lot. 
Student wins international poetry award 
BY KATE WBTKAMP  
Managing editor 
When Levi Bowling 
signed up for his English IV 
poetry class in high school 
he didn't know it would help 
shape his future. His talent 
for crafting poems took him 
from Clay County to 
Washington D.C. as he was 
awarded the Outstanding 
Achievement in Poetry 2003 
award by the International 
Society of Poets. 
It was during his trip to 
Washington D.C. where he 
first read his poetry in front 
of people he didn't know. 
"It was outrageous. I had 
to get up in front of millions 
and millions of people to read 
my poem." Bowling said. 
However, he said he often 
gets together with friends 
who are also interested in 
poetry to read each other's 
work. 
Bowling was chosen for 
the award through a voting 
process. He said professional 
poets judged more than a mil- 
lion poems, and his was cho- 
sen. He was also given a con- 
tract with American Poet 
Society to publish a book. 
"I've started on my book. I 
have, I believe, five to 10 
more pages to go," Bowling 
said. He hopes the book will 
be available his sophomore 
year at Eastern. 
But Bowling isn't a 
stranger to being published. 
He recently received a letter 
from the American Poet 
Society saying that his poem 
"My World Without You" will 
be published in "A Treasure 
of American Poetry." He said 
he has been published in 
about three other books. 
He said he writes about a 
lot of different things includ- 
ing love and Christianity. 
"I just write it down in 
stanzas, four lines to a stan- 
za," Bowling said. "And I 
write until I can't think any- 
more." 
He said his favorite poets 
are Emily Dickinson, Andy 
Rooney and Edgar Allan Poe, 
and they all inspire him to 
keep writing. 
Bowling is a freshman, 
transferring from Tennessee 
to Eastern, studying special 
education and forensic sci- 
ence. He said he leaves his 
poetry for fun but may be 
taking some creative writing 
classes in the future. 
Bowling said with his edu- 
cation he. hopes to be able to 
go back to a school in Clay 
County that doesn't have a 
special education program 
and help students there. He 
is also interested in forensic 
science because of television 
shows have interested him. 
Despite having English 
teachers try to persuade him 
to change his major, he does- 
n't plan on changing anytime 
soon. 
"I'm just going to stick 
with what I'm doing," he said. 
Bowling said when he is 
finished with the book he 
plans to advertise by passing 
out flyers and advertising in 
papers. He said the books 
will be available through him 
directly and he is looking to 
find other outlets to sell 
them. He said he will contin- 
ue to work on publishing 
more poems and possibly 
more books. 
Some of Bowling's poetry 
is available on 
www.poetry.com by search- 
ing his name.  
Reach Katie at 
katherine_weitkam@tku.edu 
Katie Wertkarnp/Progress 
Levi Bowling sits with his international poetry award. He was 
picked among millions of other applicants by professional poets. 
Last minute Christmas gift comes in handy for last minute excuses 
BY KATIE WEITKAMP 
Reach Katie at 
katherine weitkam4feku.edu 
Managing editor 
Putting off buying holiday 
gifts? Maybe you should sug- 
gest someone make 
"Procrastinator's Planner 
2004" a last minute gift for 
you. 
The 53-week calendar is 
made for procrastinators by 
procrastinators; originally 
started in 1996. 2004 is the 
first year of publication. Each 
week features a theme that 
gives a Wake-Up Call, 
reminding you that taxes are 
due soon or wedding season 
is coming up. Another quick 
look is the Timewasters & 
Cheap Thrills, and for those 
procrastinators who just can't 
get it together a Weekly Bail- 
Out such as the Valentine's 
bail-out, "The flowers didn't 
look fresh so I didn't want to 
insult you." 
Each week features a 
check list of To-Do (or not) 
that includes sections such 
as "Gotta Do This Week," 
"Should Have Done Long 
Ago," "Waiting for 
Inspiration," "Trying to 
Delegate," "Holding out for 
Pressure" and "Hoping it 
Goes Away." Also, holidays 
are printed and often remind- 
ed weeks in advance; impor- 
tant    dates,    like    the 
Superbowl 
are       high- 
lighted. 
While the 
calendar 
reminds you 
of finals and 
graduation, 
one of the 
biggest flaws 
is it is obvi- 
ously not on 
Eastern's 
schedule and puts graduation 
in June. But one of the 
redeeming qualities of the 
calendar is that it doesn't try 
to change procrastinators. 
//- Jus j st give them a hand at 
owing what's going on. 
iach week a tip is given to 
help brighten your week, 
things like buy a lottery tick- 
et, break up with your signifi- 
cant other and drop your 
class. 
While there is a checklist, 
there is little room to write 
daily tasks. Also, I question 
how many procrastinators 
will use the calendar while 
they put off writing down 
what they need to do for that 
week. However, it is a funny 
idea that works out nicely 
and offers comic relief every 
week of the year. 
"Procrastinator's Planner 
for 2004" is available through 
BarnesandNoble.com, 
Amazon.com, select Border's 
stores and through its Web 
site at www.procrastinators- 
planner.com along with more 
information on the book. 
I give the calendar three 
palettes out of five for a nice 
alternative to flowery day 
planners. 
#*/ 
Reach Katie at 
katherine weitkam@eku.edu 
Progress Classifieds 
Find money, find a car, find an apartment, find a job, find a deal, find a pet, find books, find a honey 
Call: 
622- 
1881 
HgLP   WANT- 
Help Wanted Movie 
Extras/Models 
Needed: Local cast- 
ings calls. NO exp 
No age limited 
required Earn up to 
$200 a day 1-888- 
820-0167 
Help Wanted: 
Bartender trainees 
needed, $250 a day 
potential. Local posi- 
tions. 1-800-983- 
3985, ext. 283. 
FREEBIES 
Free Makeover: For 
females with long, 
straight hair (shoul- 
der length or longer). 
Sponsored by Locks 
ol Love Call Hair 
Sensations Beauty 
Salon 626-5005 
EQR SALE 
For Sale: 1989 
Mobile Home, 
14x70. Close to 
campus, two bed- 
room 2 bath with fire- 
place. $8,700 or best 
offer. Call 623-2963 
For Sal*: 1990 
Silver Mazda 929S 
lor $1,500.00 6 cylin- 
der power windows 
and doors, about 
150.00 miles. Call 
Honee Everett 622- 
1878. 
FOrLBENI 
New 1 apt Bedroom 
n/s smoking apt.uli- 
ties included walk to 
campus. Parking 
space also $40000 
a month 624-4077. 
Spring Breakl 
Spring Break with 
STS, America's # 1 
student tour opera- 
tor. Now hiring cam- 
pus reps. Call for 
group discounts. 
Info/reservations at 
1-800-648-4849, 
www. ststravel. com. 
SPRING    BREAK) 
Sell spring break 
trips! All the fun and 
all the protection. 
American Express 
worldwide, guarant- 
ed best buy. 1 free 
trip for every 10 paid 
or cash starting with 
first booking. Make 
your spring break 
extreme. Extreme 
Vactions, INC. 1- 
800-336-2260. 
SPRING BREAK: 
ACT NOW! Book 11 
people, get 12th trip 
free. Visit the official 
web site for spring 
break 04. The best 
deals to the hottest 
destinations. Group 
discounts for 6+ 
w w w. sp ri n g -_ 
breakdiacounts.com 
or 800-838-8202 
SPRING    BREAK: 
Book 11 people, get 
12th trip free. Group 
discounts for groups 
UreaKdiseountKom 
or 800-838-8202 
BIGGEST SPRING 
BREAK      PARTY: 
Cruise with 100's of 
students on the 
largest & wildest stu- 
dent party cruise. 
Spend 5 days in the 
Bahamas from $279 
Includes most 
meals, free parties, 
port taxes. Ethics 
award winning com- 
p a n y I 
www.Sortr.qBreakTr 
aV9l.com 1-800-678- 
6386. 
SPRING    BREAK: 
Join Real World's 
Cast Members On 
The Spring Break 
Bahamas Party 
Cruise! 5 days from 
$299. Party with 
Ace, Mallory, Steven 
& Trishelle includes 
meals, port hotel 
taxes. Exclusive 
Parties with Cast 
Members 1-800- 
6 7 8-6386 
Springbreak 
Travel.com. 
SPRING    BREAK: 
Beach and Ski Trips 
on sale now! Call 1- 
800-SUNCHASE 
today! or    visit 
www.Sunchase.com 
Lot and Found: 
Found Male indoor 
cat. Neutered looks 
very loved. Found in 
Boone Parking Lot. 
Please call 622- 
2996 or 622-1007. 
Pels and Supplies 
CKC Registered Cocker 
Spaniel Puppies. 3 fe- 
males $175 each Call 
369-7799 
AKC Registered Golden 
retriever puppies, ready. 
first snots. $200. 
859-661-0*66 
Free to a good home 
adorable lab mix puppies 
200-9321 or 624-1104. 
Tan/white Chihuahua 
IMH 
puppy, all shois 4 
wormed. $150. 626-3493 
Business 
Opportunities 
Need an extra $36,000 a 
year?  Vending route for 
•ale  SO high traffic 
locations Coat $5000 
1-800-566-1392 or 
www vendlngthatworks 
com 
Established Tanning salon 
in Madison County, all 
equipment, great location. 
senous inquires only. 
582-7084 
Miscellaneous 
For Sale  
Spas Broken Partnership 
forces sale SMI IN wrap 
er. Must be sold at cost or 
below   (859)621-6164 
•NEW   BEOOINQ.   Serta 
PIMow top mattress & box 
King $155   Queen $125 
859-621-6164 
One. Brand New Queen 
Pillow-top Mattress set. 
new un-used in wrapper 
$115 859-494-4492/1 
King Mattress - New. still 
in plastic with factory war- 
ranty. San $175. 
859-806-8070/1 
Full size Mattress A box 
set. mint condition 
unused . $90 00 
Call 859-806-8070 
BH Set- 10 pes Set w/dm- 
ing table, lighted Hutch « 
Bufletl NEW in BOX. 
must 
sell 859-494-4492 It 
Bedroom Set, 7pcs 
sleigh bed set. new.  in 
boxes Must Sell $550 
Can 
Del 859-806 8070 
Washer/Dryer $185 
A Up. Electric Range 
also Refrigerator 
Call 986-8875. 
StlrOM BEO - Cherry. 
solid, unopened in boxes 
$250  859-494-4492 
BEDROOM Set Solid 
8pc 
set w/TV Armoire   new in 
boxes. List S6-K. Sell 
$1650   659-494-4492. 
Elliptic slepper & exercise 
bike Call 328-4391 
SERTA NEW BEDDING. 
Serta Pillow top mattress 
& box King $155 Queen 
$125 859-621-6164 
Help Wanted 
Dental Ottice 
Business Assistant 
position available Need 
to 
be extremely computer & 
people friendly Send Re- 
sume to Dr OldliekJ 126 
N. Broadway. Berea. Ky 
40403. 
Experienced energetic 
chair side dental assistant 
for established practice in 
Berea. KY. Full time with 
benefits Send Resume 
P.O. Box 994. Berea. KY 
40403 
Front office position  Busy 
medical practice 
Expenenced preferred 
Send Resume and salary 
expectations to   P.O Box 
99-Medical. Richmond. 
KY 
40476 
Experienced Tax preparer 
Needed 
Competitive Pay based 
on 
experience 
Fax Resume to 
859-901-1040 
Satellite installers, self 
motivated, have reliable 
transportation and 
insurance. Call 
1-877-234 7459 
Maymes Treasure! Ped- 
dlers mall. 
Maymes Treasures Ped- 
dlers man. 
Chnstian Preschool 
seeking expenenced 
assistant teachers for 
mlant room   Must be 
available M-F 11 30-5 30 
Apply in person at The 
Growing Place. Inc 
401 W. Main St 
Factory Labor 
The Okonite Company is 
now accepting resumes 
from individuals wanting 
an opportunity to wort for 
one ol the linest 
employers in Madison 
County  This is lull-time 
(not temp to perm) work 
Successful candidates 
must have a high school 
diploma (minimum), be 
able to work any shift and 
pass a drug screen   This 
125-year employee-own 
company offers a wide 
variety of benefits 
including 
Health, life 6 dental 
insurance. Company paid 
pension, 40IK savings 
plan. ESOP. vacation. 11 
pax] holidays 
Mail Resume to   The 
Okonite Company 1740 
Berea Road. Richmond. 
KY 40475 
Earn Extra Income 
$•$2000 weekly Join the 
fastest growing industry in 
America, ecommerce 
For 
more information send a 
self addressed stamped 
envelope to eSource 
PO. Box 680610. Miami. 
FL 33168 
Sal— Position 
Immediate opening must 
be able to communicate 
clearly with public 
exceptional interpersonal 
skills and spelling & 
grammar skills Outside 
sales preferred but willing 
to train right individual  If 
you have a can do 
attitude 
Apply today1 
Send Resume to P.O 
Box 99 KE 
Richmond. KY 40476 AVe 
$250 to $500 a week Will 
train to work from home 
Helping the US 
Government file HUD/FHA 
mortgage refunds. No 
experience necessary 
Call Toll Free 
1-800-778-0353 
Apartments For 
Rent 
$200 off first 
mentha rent I 
2 br,  1 full bath, 
newly 
remodeled, 
$475 month, 
440  S. 
Keeneland, 
859-983-2093 
1 Bdrm AW 4 2 Bdrni 
Towntiouses. No Pets 
623-9156,623-8985.624- 
2116   Morrow Rentals, 
Shade. Tree Apt* 
1 BEDROOM 2ND Floor 
Apt, Central heat/air. 
Water furnished, good 
location No pets. 
623-4267 Days. 
623-7557 Nights 
1 Bedroom apartment tor 
rent. 1-1/2 bath, with 
washer dryer Deposit re- 
quired. Call 624-8028. 
1 Room Efficiency Apart- 
ment. $240 month 
Utilities 
paid No pets. 
Call 626-9198 
187 Killarney Lane. 3 bed- 
room, 2 bath, kitchen 
appliances. W/D hookup 
$550 month . Deposit 
Call 859-625-5900 
2 bd apt. $350 month » 
electric. $300 deposit 
1 year lease, no pets. 
also 
2br. $400 month . 
utilities. 
1 year lease, no pels. 
W/D 
hookup 624-1712 
1 br, nice  1 block from 
EKU. deposit. $400 a 
month, yr lease  582-6087 
1500 sq ft Apt. 3 br. 2 
bath, w/d hookup. No 
pets 
$550 mo 625-0450 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apti, Ava 
Now Lease, deposit 
Stove. Refrigerator, heat & 
Air 623-2603. 623-0918 
2 m— ajfete (Hater pan Uaafti 
6 Slwaet Sin meatfi S2M 
fceesH S23-43W. 
2 Bedroom Apt Located 
on South Broadway, $325 
mo. Stove, refrigerator, 
water, sewer. Hash pickup 
included. No w/d hookup 
No pets $325dep 1 yr 
lease, bet 8pm.986-1392 
2 Bedroom, Townhouse. 
1-1/2 bath, fenced back- 
yard $460 mo $300 de- 
posit   582-8379. 624- 
3420 
2bt. 2 bath m Richmond. 
KY $500 month. $350 
deposit, no pets 
625-9322 
3 Bedroom In Argyll. $600 
month $300 Deposit No 
Pets. 1 year lease. 
626-9196. 
3 bedroom, 2-1/2 bath, 1 
car garage, nice neighbor- 
hood. Firsl Richmond 
Rental   626-5162 
Available Now 
1 Bedroom, clean 6 quiet. 
new carpet, $360 month. 
W/D available.  Call 
536-7791 
Berea.  New luxury Apis 
2 bedroom. 2 bam. 
base- 
ment, garage $625 mo 
No pets 859-339-1442 
BRAND NEW 
2 bedroom apartment 
No pets $550 month. 
Call 314-1737. 
Berea or Richmond, 
1 & 2 Bedroom apart- 
ments. $360 & $450. 
month CaH 624-1900 
2 bedroom. Iivingroom. 
kitchen. Central heat 4 air. 
1200 sq ft Rent $450 De- 
posit $300 623-8820. 
For Rent: 2 bedroom 
apartment. Upstairs, utilit- 
ies paid No pets Non- 
smoker Call 623-0525 
IN Richmond 3 bedroom. 
2 
lull bath townhouse. $575 
month Washer/dryer 
hook- 
up  925-2515. 
Large. Nice 2-3 bedroom 
apartment 2 bath, w/d 
hookup garage, screened 
porch Call 624-1900. 
NEAR EKU Basement apt. 
1-person. $265. utilities 
paid. Lease, deposit. No 
pets 625-5333 
Houses For Rent 
2 br. house in country 
986-3266 
2 nouses for rent, deposit 
and lease required. 
661-2612 or 626-9870 
3 bedroom.  1 bath. 
house 
in country   $500 month. 
Lease 6 Deposit 
Call 527-3215 
3 to 4 bedroom, 2 bath 
home in BEREA large 
fenced yard, garage. 
mudroom. Security 
deposit & lease required 
NO PETS $585/mo Call 
986-8787.   AVk 
